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Man allegedly hid cocaine, marijuana in Bible

HOLLY WISE/Ledger 8 Times
Pictured is the Bible end drugs found by local law enforcement following traffic stop Tuesday.

By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
Some Bibles get dusty. Others are taken
to church. Some are given as gifts. But the
worn Bible found in Billy R. Scott's possession Tuesday afternoon had a much different
purpose.
Among the words of the Old and New
Testaments, detectives with the Pennyrile
Narcotics Task Force and the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department discovered 10
grams of crack cocaine with a street value of
$1,000 and a small amount of marijuana
hidden in the Bible's cover.
"In the drug world, absolutely nothing is
sacred,- said arresting detective Tye
Jackson. "The criminal element ;tops at
nothing to try and hide their activity from
law enforcement. They think that police
won't look in a Bible but we do."
Following a multi-agency investigation
in which Scott, 26, allegedly sold crack
cocaine to undercover law enforcement offi-

cials, he was observed
Tuesday by detectives riding in the passenger seat of
a vehicle, police said.
A traffic stop was conducted and Jackson with the
Pennyrile Narcotics Task
Force and the Calloway
County
Sheriff's
Department arrested Scott
at approximately 3:42 p.m.,
Soott
according to the citation.
Scott, whose alias is reportedly "Lil
Scrappy," was charged with two counts of
first degree, first offense trafficking of a
controlled substance and possession of marijuana. At the time of his arrest, Scott was
out on bond from a previous trafficking
cocaine charge.
Scott was pulled over on April 13 for a
traffic violation during a drug interdiction in
Hickman County. Upon consent to search
the vehicle, the Kentucky State Police offi-

cer found powder cocaine and a small
amount of crack cocaine, according to Dean
Patterson, the public affairs officer with
KSP. Scott was charged with trafficking
cocaine, possession of drug paraphernalia
and persistent felony offender. Patterson
said
According to Hickman County Circuit
Court records, Scott was indicted by the
grand jury and charged. He is scheduled to
appear for a suppression hearing on Friday.
The most recent investigation is continuing and more arrests are expected, police
said.
Law enforcement officials with the
Pennyrile Narcotics Task Force, the
Calloway County Sheriff's Department, the
Murray Police Department, Kentucky State
Police and the Drug Enforcement
Administration participated in Tuesday's
arrest.

•See Page 2A

Plant gunman
argued over
phone, goggles
by The Associated Press
HENDERSON, Ky. AP) _
h was swift and chaotic, witOesses said, as the plastics plant
iiorker with a determined look
ipened fire, killing five co/Pioneers then himself in rural
western Kentucky.
A man who
called
911
from the plant
described the
violent scene
early
Wednesday
when Wesley
N. Higdon shot
his supervisor
outside
the
:;141gdon
plant,
then
'went inside and kept shooting.
When the gunfire ended, police
said, one of Higdon's co-workers was dead, four others were
dying and he had committed
sukide.
"There's more than two peo •
pie dead. There's like one, two,
three, four, five people dead,"
the 911 caller said to a dispatcher, tallying up the number of
dead around him. "The supervisor is dead, too."
The shooting occurred hours
pfter an argument between
Higdon and his supervisor over
his not wearing safety goggles
and using his cell phone while
bn the assembly line, police
Said. Higdon, 25, of Henderson,
was so riled by the argument
that he called his girlfriend and
told her that he wanted to kill
his boss, according to police.
The girlfriend didn't warn
anyone, police said, and just two
hours later he argued with
another co-worker at a gas station near the plant, then returned
and shot and killed his supervi-

sor as they walked outside. He
went back inside and shot at coworkers in a break room and on
the plant floor.
"He just walked in. looked
like he meant business and started shooting at everybody,"
Henderson Police Sgt. John
Nevels said at a news conference.
Authorities said Higdon was
known to keep a .45-caliber pistol in his car, which is not illegal
in Kentucky.
Higdon's girlfriend, Teresa
Solano Ventura, said through an
interpreter that she was not
aware that Higdon carried a gun
in his car, The Gleaner of
Henderson reported. She also
said Higdon had threatened to
kill himself, not his supervisor.
"He said to her that he was
going to kill himself," Abby
Valasquez told the newspaper,
translating for her cousin, who
does not speak English well.
Ventura described Higdon,
with whom she has a 7-monthold son, as generous and "a
good person," the newspaper
said.
One worker was injured and
was being treated in the critical
care unit at St. Mary's Hospital
and
Medical
Center
in
Evansville, Ind.
The killings stunned the
Ohio River town of about
28,000 people. where a local
leader said many residents know
or are related to a worker at the
plant. The plant, operated by
Atlanta-based Atlantis Plastics,
employs about 160 people and
makes parts for refrigerators and
plastic siding for homes.
Henderson County Coroner

i
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GREG TRAVIS/Ledger 8 Tones
MAKING A JOYFUL NOISE: Fifty-nine students from across the state rehearsed Wadnesday at Murray State University for a
concert that evening at Murray's First Baptist Church. The youth are part of the Kentucky Baptist Convention's 2008 All-State
Youth Choir and Orchestra. The group is scheduled to perform six concerts at different locations throughout Kentucky. Pictured
above, Katherine Kelley, left, from First Baptist Church in Madisonville, and Georgia Sams, from Millville Baptist Church in
Frankfort, join other members of the orchestra in rehearsing "Amazing Grace." Steve Dunn, minister of instrumental music at
Shades Mountain Baptist Church in Birmingham, Ala., is the orchestra director.

Canadians hope to send message in bike ride
By ERIC WALKER
Editor
An almost 3,000 mile bike ride and a
message to raise awareness about
AIDS/HIV epidemics around the world is
expected to cruise through Murray.
The endeavor is being undertaken by
Surya and Gin Markarla, who are biking
from Toronto, Canada, to Mexico City,
Mexico, which is the site of the 17th
International AIDS Conference. Their trip
began June 7 and is expected to wrap up in
time for the conference Aug. 3.
Speaking by cell phone Wednesday,
Surya Markarla said they were in
Elizabethtown, Ky., and were traveling west
on U.S. 62. The riders were then scheduled
to head south from Nortonville, Ky., to
Hopkinsville and then onto U.S. 68/Ky. 80
toward Cadiz and through Land Between the
Lakes and into Marshall County and
Calloway County.
He said from Murray, they plan to head to
Memphis, Tenn., and onto Shreveport, La.,
before heading to Houston and Brownsville,
Texas, then across the Mexican border.
According to their Website, their trip

III See Page 2A

Photo provided
Surya and Girl Markarla are bicycling from Toronto to Mexico City for the 17th
international AIDS Conference in August to raise AIDS/HIV awareness.
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entickyinBrief
Review uncovers
huge sum
missing from
tax accounts
—

FRANKFORT, Ky (AP)
Kentucky Auditor Crit Luellen
says a review shows more than
$500,000 missing from tax
accounts in the Perry County
sheriff's office in southeastern
Kentucky
The audit says the deficit
appears to be the result of a

Townerier
NOTICE
•The Murray City Council
*dill meet Thursday at 6:30
p.m. in the council chambers
:at City Hall. Items on the
agenda include a recommendation from the Murray
Planning Commission to
adopt the revisions to the
goals and objectives section
of the comprehensive plan
- and a second reading on the
rezoning of Riviera Courts.
The Murray Public Safety
• Committee will meet at 6:15
P.m. prior to the city council
meeting to discuss bids for
• portable radios for the police
department.
II To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916_

11 Hid drugs

scheme to manipulate accounting records by an unidentified
former sheriff's office employee
Luellen s office says the
audits have been referred to the
FBI
Luellen says former Perry
County Sheriff Pat Wooton coopwith
investigators
erated
Wooton was sheriff at the time
most of the shortfalls occurred
Luellen says the audit
revealed $573,025 in missing
funds dating back to the 2002
tax account

Murray man arrested after
allegedly pointing gun at officers

State Sen Damon Thayer, RGeorgetown. said the Senate
State and Local Government
Committee, which he chairs,
was to review the legislation at By HOLLY WISE
10 a m. today. He said he Staff Writer
expects the orll to pass the full
A Murray man WAS arrested
Senate on Fnday morning and early Saturday morning after
be sent to the governor to be allegedly tearing up a fuel pump
signed into law
located on
'The Senate has been work- at Duncan's Market
ing on the retirement issue for Ky. 94 East and pointing a shotthe past couple of years,' Thayer gun at officers, police said.
John Michael Moore, 36, was
said The members are ee,
briefed on the issue and carry reportedly doing damage to a
with them a tremendous amount fuel pump when a regular cusof knowledge about the details of tomer drove by, saw what he
the bill and the need to begin the was doing and called law
reform process "
enforcement officials, according
to a store employee. When
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department officers arrived to
investigate, Moore came out
from behind his truck and point-

Ky. Senate
committee to
review House's
After Eastern
state pension
suspends trait,
today
legislation Ky. (AP) — UK investigating
FRANKFORT,
The Kentucky House approved
legislation Wednesday aimed at
keeping the state's public
employee retirement system
financially solvent.
The
measure
passed
Wednesday 98-0. and was sent
to the Senate for consideration.
Kentucky lawmakers praised
the legislation, claiming it will
keep the financially unstable
system sustainable. The proposal follows lengthy private negotiations. and sets the state on a
schedule to fully fund the retirement program by 2025.

LEXiNGTON. Ky.(AP)-- The
University of Kentucky is investigating whether members of its
Kappa Alpha Psi chapter took
part in an alleged violent hazing
incident at Eastern Kentucky
University.
UK spokesman Jay Blanton
said the university has asked
EKU officials and the fraternity's
national chapter to help it determine whether any UK students
were involved. EKU has suspended the fraternity for eight
years after one of its student
pledges, Brent Whiteside, was
hospitalized in March.

himself in to Clere at the
Calloway County Jail. He was
Scott was lodged in the arrested and charged with culti:Calloway County Jail where he vation of marijuana, possession
being held on a $100.000 cash of marijuana and possession of
drug paraphernalia.
.bond.
Wortham was lodged in the
• In an unrelated case,
:-.1Mun-ay Police Department offi- Calloway County Jail where he
*acer Todd Clere was dispatched was held for about 10 minutes,
to 26 Princeton Drive Thursday the jail reported, before posting
:regarding suspected drug activi- a $2.500 surety bond.
• In another serperate inci:ay, according to a press release.
Clere reported he was able to dent, Damedrix Thomas was
• see several marijuana plants cited Tuesday by Det. Chris
growing in an upstairs apart- Garland for trafficking marijuament. Upon obtaining a search na within 1,000 yards of a
.wan-ant, Clere discovered 26 school after detectives with the
',growing marijuana plants in an Pennyrile Narcotics Task Force
".upstairs bedroom. He also and the Drug Enforcement
located marijuana pipes and Administration issued a search
warrant for Embassy Apartment
•:bagged marijuana in the kitchen
s An arrest la arrant was issued A-4 located on 12th Street,
for the tenant, Tyler Wortham, police reported.
According to a press release,
:who was not present at the time
officers located multiple bags of
-of the search, police said.
On Tuesday, Wonham turned marijuana, scales, baggies and a

Smoking with oxygen led to fire response
Staff Report
The Murray Fire Department responded to a
structural fire at Fern Terrace early Wednesday
morning in a resident's room.
According to Fire Marshall Dickie Walls, the
fire was started in Room 14 in the North Hall. The
resident was reportedly smoking while on oxygen.
Walls said the fire was minor and had been

AP

tal bodies that make outrageous pledges, but face
zero accountability for the funds they raise," their
'through Murray was a detour from their original goal states on their site (www.aidsnde2008.org).
"We want to make this ride successful," he
plan, which was to travel from New York and
Philadelphia to Cincinnati and then down to said. "Our aim is to raise awareness for HIV and
AIDS. You have to be cautious and we've got to
?slashville and to Memphis.
- Markarla said the idea came from friends who protect ourselves from this epidemic."
Markarla said the ride through America has
'iad heard of bikers in Europe who travel across
the continent from counny to country and simply been inspirational and that they have met many
tnake stops at taverns, inns and pubs for beer. So people along the way.
"It is so pleasant, enjoying the beauty of
:if thirsty bikers -- or "crazy bikers- as Markarla
:calls them — can cross numerous countnes. they America," he said. "We're fortunate to see the
beauty of America.
-thought why not ride for a cause?
"Strangers have invited us into their homes and
A native of India and the director of BCare, an
HIV/AIDS support organization based in Niagara let us stay with them," Markarla added. "I love to
Falls, Ont., Markarla said the ride between speak to people. I take joy in that."
But viewing the countryside takes a back seat
Toronto and Mexico City is to be a symbolic link
between pledges made during the Toronto World to their awareness mission.
"We've communicated with a couple of famiAIDS Conference in 2006 and the upcoming conlies and there were some things they just didn't
ference in August.
'This struggle indeed goes beyond FilV/AIDS know," he explained. "They were lacking inforto encompass the lack of urgency on the part of mation."
won-government organizations) and governmen-

:From Front
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Dog Park Donation ,
Dog Bone Plaque Form
Lost But Loved Animal Rescue is building a dog park for Murray and needs your help! I
I A Plaque in the shape of a dog bone witl be hung on the fence of the dog park in honor of or in memory

II

of a special person or pet.

1 Name.

From left to right, Megan Viars, who was working early Wednesday morning at Atlantis
Plastics, is comforted by Tina Green, David Green, 10, and Rosie Nally at a prayer vigil held
at the Henderson County Courthouse for the six deaths from the Atlantis Plastic's shooting
early Wednesday morning.

11 Phones goggles ...
From Front
Bruce Farmer identified the
supervisor as Kevin G. Taylor,
30, of Dixon. The slain coworkers were Trisha Mirelez,
25, Rachael Vasquez, 26, and
Joshua Hinojosa, 28, all of
Sebree; and Israel Monroy, 29,
of Henderson The hospitalized
survivor was identified as
Moriroy's sister. Noelia Monroy.
"Our whole community is in
shock," Henderson County
Judge-Executive Sandy Watkins
said.
The plant sent employees
home Wednesday. but the company said that it hoped to
resume limited operations at
night. Atlantis Plastics CEO
Bud Philbrook told The
Associated Press the company
was reeling.

Atlantis Plastics said on its
"It's just total shock. It's
something you read about in the Web site that it is a leading U.S.
manufacturer of three kinds of
paper," Philbrook said.
Investigators were trying to products: polyethylene stretch
piece together the timing of the films for wrapping pallets of
shooting spree Philbrook said materials, custom films for
Higdon didn't appear to have industrial and packaging uses
any previous disciplinary prob- and molded plastic pieces used
in products such as appliances
lems at the plant.
Four of the victims were and recreational vehicles.
The company has annual
members of St. Michael's
Catholic Church in Sebree, Ky., sales of $110 million, according
said the Rev. Jason McClure, to business directory Hoovers.
"This is a devastating loss to
who had spent much of the
morning with the victims' fami- this community which we have
been a part of for more than 40
lies.
"They are very upset and years," Philbrook said in a statehurting deeply and just trying to ment late Wednesday. "Our
figure out what to do next." thoughts and prayers are with
the victims and their families
McClure said.
A prayer vigil was held for and we will work with them to
the victims Wednesday night at provide our help and support."
County
Henderson
the
Courthouse.
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extinguished by an employee before firefighters
arrived.
The fire ignited and melted the resident's oxygen tube. Walls said very minor damage was done
to the carpet.
No injuries were reported.
The Murray Fire Department responded with
four trucks and 13 firefighters.

large amount of money during
the search of Thomas' apartment.
While at Thomas residence,
detectives reported the smell of
marijuana coming from apartment A-6. After obtaining permission from the tenants to
sPareh the apartment, Jackson
found marijuana and partially
smoked marijuana cigarettes.
Jackson cited Corey S.
Wilson, 23; Sarr.antha J. Dejour,
19; and Jessica Williamson, 19,
all of Murray, on individual
charges of possession of marijuana and drug paraphernalia.
After being advised of their
rights, Wilson and Dejour
claimed ownership of the illegal
Items, Jackson reported.
and
Dejour
Wilson,
Williamson are scheduled to
appear in Calloway County
District Court on July 8.

II Bike ride ...

I

chief.
was
He
lodged in the
Calloway
a
County Jail but
was released
--- Tuesday on a
1.10,000 cash
bond.
According
Moore
to a Duncan's
employee,
Moore reportedly tore the front
off of a gas pump and had
reached in to tear the wires out.
Kentucky Lake Oil has not been
to the store to give an estimate
on the damage.

••

From Front

•

ed a shotgut. at the officer who
was still in his patrol car.
according to the citation,
The gun was loaded and
Moore slid a round into the
chamber while pointing it at the
deputies, the citation said.
According to the citation,
Moore gave up the weapon and
after a struggle, he was maced
and wrested.
Police reported Moore had
four long guns and "hundreds"
of ammunition rounds in addinon to a bow and arrows,
Moore was charged with two
counts of first degree wanton
endangerment, resisting arrest
and second degree criminal mis-

0$50.00(Green Bone)0$100.00(Purple Bone)0$200 or more (Yellow Bone)

Fresh Produce & More

Business Sponsor Bone (Blue) $100
Other donations such as park benches, trees and shrubbery are also needed
and will offset the overall cost. Please call to arrange pickup of these items.

fOrii AAMWERSARKI
Backyard Gardeners
Welcome!

°Lost But Loved Animal Rescue is a 501 C3 non-profit organization
and all donations are TAX DEDUCTIBLE.
A receipt for your donation will be mailed to you at the above address.
Please list the name of the individual or pet that you would like to have pnnted on the plaque.
In Honor of:fln Memory of:

Business Name:

Please make checks payable to Lost But Loved Animal Rescue Park Fund
Please send all donation.s to.
Last But Loved Animal Rescue
P.O. Box 929
Murray, KY 42071
Linda Cherry, Director • 270-227-0678 • www.lblrescue.com
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Court rules in favor of
2nd Amendment right
WASHINGTON (AP) —
The Supreme Court ruled today
that Americans have a right to
own guns for self-defense and
'hunting, the justices' first major
pronouncement on gun rights in
U.S. history.
The court's 5-4 ruling struck
down the District of Columbia's
32-year-old ban on handguns as
incompatible with gun rights
under the Second Amendment.
The decision went further than
even the Bush administration
wanted, but probably leaves
most firearms laws intact.
The court had not conclusively interpreted the Second
Amendment since its ratification in 1791. The amendment
reads: "A well regulated militia,
being necessary to the security
of a free state, the right of the
people to keep and bear arms,
shall not be infringed."
The basic issue for the justices was whether the amendment protects an individual's
right to own guns no matter
what, or whether that right is
somehow tied to service in a
state militia.
Writing for the majority,
Justice Antonin Scalia said that
an individual right to bear arms
is supported by "the historical
narrative" both before and after
the Second Amendment was
adopted.
The Constitution does not
permit "the absolute prohibition
of handguns held and used for
self-defense in the home."
Scalia said. The court also

struck down Washington's
requirement that firearms be
equipped with trigger locks.
In a dissent he summarized
from the bench, Justice John
Paul Stevens wrote that the
majority "would have us believe
that over 200 years ago, the
Framers made a choice to limit
the tools available to elected
officials wishing to regulate
civilian uses of weapons."
He said such evidence "is
nowhere to be found."
Justice Stephen Breyer wrote
a separate dissent in which he
said. "In my view, there simply
is no untouchable constitutional
right guaranteed by the Second
Amendment to keep loaded
handguns in the house in crimeridden urban areas."
Joining Scalia were Chief
Justice John Roberts and
Justices Samuel Alito, Anthony
Kennedy and Clarence Thomas.
The other dissenters were
Justices Ruth Bader Ginsburg
and David Souter.
The capital's gun law was
among the nation's strictest.
Dick Anthony Heller. 66, an
armed security guard, sued the
District after it rejected his
application to keep a handgun at
his home for protection in the
same Capitol Hill neighborhood
as the court.
The U.S. Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia
ruled in Heller's favor and
struck down Washington's
handgun ban, saying the

guarantees
Constitution
Americans the right to own guns
and that a total prohibition on
handguns is not compatible with
that right.
The issue caused a split within the Bush administration. Vice
President Dick Cheney supported the appeals court ruling, but
others in the administration
feared it could lead to the undoing of other gun regulations,
including a federal law restricting sales of machine guns. Other
laws keep felops from buying
guns and provide for an instant
background check.
Scalia said nothing in
Thursday's ruling should "cast
doubt on long-standing prohibitions on the possession of
firearms by felons or the mentally ill, or laws forbidding the carrying of firearms in sensitive
places such as schools and government buildings."
by
adopted
law
The
Washington's city council in
1976 bars residents from owning handguns unless they had
one before the law took effect.
Shotguns and rifles may be kept
in homes, if they are registered,
kept unloaded and either disassembled or equipped with trigger locks.
Opponents of the law have
said it prevents residents from
defending themselves. The
Washington government says no
one would be prosecuted for a
gun law violation in cases of
self-defense.
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FREE HEARING
TEST SET
Free electronic hearing test will be given by
Factory Trained Hearing Instrument Specialist on

Mon., June 30th, & Tue., July 1st
from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
At Our
IN HOME TESTING
Office Facility at:
AVAILABLE &
707 S. 12th St.
AT NO CHARGE

ntroducing...

Be/tone One' //\one;Beltone's latest and most advanced digital product. is
designed to help you hear better in almost any environment.
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WILMINGTON, N.C. (AP)
— Fort Bragg officials said
Wednesday they were investigating why a pregnant soldier
who was found dead this week
at a Fayetteville motel wasn't
reported missing after she was
absent from a formation.
The body of Spc. Megan
Lynn Touma, 23, was identified
Tuesday, three days after she
was found dead. Fayetteville
police have called the death suspicious, but few details have
been released.
"We're shocked, first and
foremost. It's always sad when
you lose a soldier. And on top of
that here's a beautiful young
woman who is seven months
pregnant. It's sad, and deeply
troubling," said Maj. Angela
Funaro, a Fort Bragg spokeswoman.
Authorities said in a statement that they do know not the
cause of death. Funaro said
Touma, who was from Cold
Spring, Ky., was divorced in
2007.
Her ex-husband, El Sayed
Touma, lives in Charleston,
S.C., and told WCSC-TV they
met at Fort Drum, N.Y., when
both were stationed there.
He said the Army had told
her family she was absent without leave.
-She was left in the room for
two days, and the Army said she
was AWOL. They didn't even
bother to go check on her in the
motel where she stayed. I mean
the Army knows that she stayed
in that hotel," El Sayed Touma
said.

Medical
State
The
Examiner's Office in Chapel
Hill said it has received Touma's

body, but it was unclear when an
autopsy report would be
released.
She signed into Fort Brag,g's
19th Replacement Company on
Thursday. June 12, at 2 a.m. and
attended two required formations at 6:15 am. and 3 p.m.
Tourna was off the next day.
When she missed a formation
Monday, June 16, she wasn't
reported absent without leave
after 24 hours, in accordance
with Army regulations.
Funaro said the Army was
investigating why the procedures weren't followed.
Touma arrived at Fort Bragg
less than two weeks ago from
Germany, where she had been
assigned for the past three years
as a dental specialist.
The replacement company's
processing of new soldiers arriving at the post typically lasts
between five and eight days,
after which they're assigned to a
unit. Touma was going to be
assigned to a Fort Bragg dental
clinic. A barracks room was provided for Touma, but she decided to pay for a hotel room
instead, Funaro said.
Touma's family has declined
comment from their home in
Kansas, said Deb Skidmore, a
spokeswoman at Fort Riley,
about 55 miles west of Topeka.
Kan.
"They ask that everyone
leave them alone and let them
grieve," Skidmore said.
Police
The Fayetteville

Department is investigating the
death because Touma's body
was found off-post, and the military is cooperating. Funaro
said. The Army Criminal
Investigation Command is also
looking into the case, Funaro
said, but calls to the command
went unanswered Wednesday.
Col. John W. Etzenbach, her
former commander in Germany,
said he will remember Touma as
selfless, outgoing and loyal. She
was "lighthearted" and was
"ecstatic" about becoming a
MOM.

Etzenbach said many of the
soldiers in the unit and patients
at the clinic relied on her sense
of humor to get through hard
times.
"Patients who visited the
dental clinic frequently complimented her for helping to lighten their spirits during dental
clinic visits," he said.
Touma's friends in Kentucky
said she was outgoing and energetic, an avid runner from a military family who joined the
Army shortly after graduating
from high school.
"(She was)just a sweetheart,
always full of energy," friend
Connie Nelson told WKRC-TV
in Cincinnati, just north of
Touma's home town. "I can't
imagine anything terrible like
this happening to Megan. She
was an awfully good kid."
Hope
friend,
Another
Hamlet, added: "She loved to
meet people. She loved laughing. She'd just do anything to
make anybody smile."
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tRapid Wide Dynamic Range
Helps ensure sounds and voices are comfortable and natural.

'Advanced Speech Pattern Detection
Designed to minimixe disturbance from background sounds.

"Active Feedback Cancellation
Gives you a more powerful and comfortable hearing experience
and makes it easy to use the telephone.

'Silencer System
Reduces low-level noises like those from
computers, fans and refrigerators.
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Centralized veteran
help to be offered
Beginning Tuesday, the Veterans Benefits
field representative for Ballard, Calloway,
Hickman,
Graves,
Fulton,
Carlisle,
Livingston, Marshall and McCracken counties
will provide assiatnce for two full days each
week at Paducah and Mayfield.
This will allow the field reps to help veterans and their families more effectively from
central locations.
The Veterans benefits field representatives
will be available in Mayfield at 319 South 7th
Street (the Mayfield Career Center) on
Tuesdays and Wednesdays. Veterans can
schedule an appointment by calling(270)2473857 or by leaving a mesage at (270) 247
1131 or toll-free at 877-812-0840.
The field representative will also be avilalbe in Paducah at the VA Clinic, 2620
Perkins Creek Dr., on Mondays and
Thursdays. Appointments can be scheduled by
leaving a message at (270) 575-7169 or tollfree at 866-245-1497.
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If you build it,
they won't
come...
On Monday. the Supreme Court refused to take up the
appeal lodged by environmental groups that focused on a
two-mile stretch of border fence in the San Pedro Ripanan
National Conservation Area near Naco. Ariz. The fence.
which has been built since the petition was filed, is a vital
part of the Bush administration's drive to secure the border
between the United States and Mexico. The
Supreme Court's decision is a welcome and
needed victory in the war against illegal
immigration and efforts to preserve the
unique character that is America.
The environmentalists based part of their
challenge on claims the fence would harm
the mating habits of two types of wildcats.
To them, it is more important to allow
wildcats to procreate than to control our
borders and demand that everyone who
Cal's
comes here obey our laws. We must obey
their laws. Google "Driving in Mexico" and 'Thoughts
see all of the paperwork that is required to By Cal Thomas
enter that country. An illegal stopped in
Syndicated
Amenca often goes free because too many
Columnist
in law enforcement either can't or won't
enforce federal law.
Time magazine's June 30 cover story is titled "The Great
Wall of America: A billion-dollar barrier between the U.S.
and Mexico. It's reducing illegal immigration — but does
America really need to wall itself off?"
This isn't about walling ourselves off. This isn't a Berlin
Wall erected to keep people in. It is a fence designed to
keep illegals out. Anyone who doesn't understand the difference will not be persuaded by facts.
This fence and other inhibitors to illegal immigration
should have been built long ago. But politicians -- Republicans and Democrats -- have been reluctant to offend Hispanic voters, so they have dragged their feet. Democrats, especially, wish to import votes and so they welcome illegals
and seek to help them become citizens. Their message: vote
for Democrats, or your relatives won't be able to come and
mean Republicans will try to throw you out. It's a twist on
their demagoguery about Social Security, which has worked
for them over many election cycles.
In a book to be published July 7 entitled "The New Case
Against linmigration: Both Legal and Illegal." Mark Krikorian argues that the real problem with all immigrants is not
them, but us. Unlike immigrants who have come before and
were expected to assimilate, learn English and embrace
American history and culture, today's immigrants come to an
America characterized by identity politics, political correctness and Great Society programs. As a result, he writes, too
many are encouraged -- through the Internet and cheap international phone service -- to lead "transnational lives." thus
foiling the best efforts to make them pan of us, rather than
half and hyphenated Americans who remain strongly tied to
their countries of origin.
Krikonan wants a lengthy pause in all immigration. legal
and illegal, in order to focus on making Americans out of
those already here. "As the politicians debate various kinds
of amnesty for illegal aliens," he writes. "they are missing
the bigger picture: the harmful impact of large-scale settlement of all kinds of immigrants, whether legal or illegal.
skilled or unskilled. European or Latin or Asian or African.
Modern America has simply outgrown immigration and we
must end it before it cripples us."
Krikorian is a grandson of Armenian immigrants and he
says America is not the country it was when his grandfather
arrived. If we don't change. he says. it won't be a country
worth handing over to future generations.
No nation can preserve itself. its identity and nature, if it
refuses to control its borders. The recent Supreme Court
decision is a good first step, but it should not be the last.
Few politicians have the courage to say what needs to be
said and do what needs to be done. President Bush waited
until his last year in office to begin to get serious about
stopping illegals. and Republicans generally seek to avoid
controversy so it doesn't appear the GOP will be much help.
As for Democrats, why should they stop importing their
best hope for future electoral victories? The public is going
to have to rise up and demand that more be done.
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A Liberal Open to Compromise
SPRINGFIELD, III. (AP)
— As an Illinois legislator,
Barack Obama fought to
expand aid to the poor —
and backed legislation to
withhold welfare from parents abusing drugs.
He opposed making it
easier to impose the death
penalty on gang members.
and supported it for people
who kill volunteers in community policing programs.
He consistently supported
gun control. He also voted
to let retired police and military personnel carry concealed weapons.
Just how liberal was he?
In all, Obama's record
from nearly eight years in
the Illinois Senate suggests
someone who believes
strongly that government can
make life better for people,
whether by offering financial
help, banning dangerous guns
or providing health care.
But Obama, now the
Democratic candidate for
president. was no ideologue.
He often cooperated with
Republican lawmakers, cosponsoring their legislation
and working with them on
compromises.
"People on both sides of
the aisle would find him to
be someone who would
reach across to find out why
people think the way they
do," said William Mahar, a
former Republican state senator. "He wouldn't talk just to
people who agreed with
him."
Obama entered the state
Senate in 1997 as a member
of the minority party but
still interested in pushing
some big ideas: universal
health care, a tax credit for
poor families, welfare
improvements, more education money.
If fellow Democrats were
wavering on some piece of
legislation. one colleague
recalls, Obama would often
argue that they couldn't go
wrong supporting a measure
' to help the needy.
Patrick Welch, a former
Democratic state senator. said
Obama's message was, "This
is a basic part of our Democratic philosophy. That's why
we're Democrats."
But those early initiatives
failed in the Republican-controlled chamber, often without even coming to a vote.
Obama had more luck
joining forces with Republicans to co-sponsor many
measures that became law.
He was a key player in
passing the first major ethics
law. Illinois had seen in
years, limiting lobbyists' gifts
to officials. Along with one

POLITICS TODAY
By CHRISTOPHER WILLS

AP file photo
In this Nov. 6, 2003 file photo, Illinois Sen. Barack Obama. DChicago, argues during a debate on legislation on the Senate
floor at the Illinois State Capitol in Springfield. Ill.
of the Senate's most conservative members, he co-sponsored legislation making it
easier for convicts to seek
DNA testing that might
prove their innocence.
After federal officials
agreed on an overhaul of the
nation's welfare system.
Obama worked with Republicans to enact those changes
in Illinois. During the
debate, two GOP senators
made a point of thanking
Obania for his long hours of
helping them improve the
bill.
Obama took liberal positions on such familiar issues
as gun control, abortion and
stem cells, but Welch recalls
Obama as someone who
wasn't terribly interested in
revisiting those old arguments.
"Barack seemed to be
more interested in monetarytype issues to help people."
Welch said.
A chief example would be
the years Obama spent trying
to create a state version of
the federal Earned Income
Tax Credit, which allows
low-income families to keep
more of the money they
earn.
In 2000. Obama and other
supporters of the tak credit
managed to pass a temporary
versicn. Jerry Stermer. head
of the advocacy group Voices for Illinois Children. said

Obama let Republican senators take the lead in order to
get the measure approved by
the GOP Senate and governor.
In 2003, when supporters
pushed to make the credit
permanent. Obama was
deeply involved in finding
allies, figuring out how to
pay for it and drafting the
legislation. Stermer said.
"There's no question in
anybody's mind that Sen.
Obama was the leader," Stermer said.
Obama's influence changed
dramatically during his last
two years in the Illinois
Senate. That's when Democrats won a majority in the
chamber, giving them almost
total control of the agenda.
Obama was able to pursue
two issues that had been
blocked for years — racial
profiling by police and
changes to the state's death
penalty system.
Rather than writing his
own versions of the bills
and then using the party's
new power to pass them,
Obama teamed with Republican legislators and law
enforcement groups. Together.
they worked out compromises
One required police to
report on the race of the
people they stopped for traffic violations. The other, part
of a larger capital punish-

ment overhaul, required
police to videotape their
interrogations in murder
cases.
"He was open to the concerns of the law enforcement
community," said Laimutis
"Limey" Nargelenas, a lobbyist for the Illinois Association ofylleinefs of Police.
"All of us knew the Democrats had the House and the
Senate and the governor's
office, so he could have
rammed it through. But he
was willing to work with
That may have been a
practical decision.
Although Democrats were
in control, the party contained many conservative
lawmakers. And Illinois gov
emment has a tradition of
moving in cautious steps. If
Obama had ignored police
concerns, he would have had
a much tougher time passing
the profiling study and
recording bill.
In the end, both measures
passed unanimously.
Obama was usually in
step with his Democratic colleagues. He wasn't often on .
the losing end of a lopsided
vote.
One exception was on the
issue of making it easier to
impose the death penalty for
gang murders. Obama, who
had supported a similar bill
for murders of volunteers in
community policing programs, was one of just nine
"no" votes on the gang bill.
He argued it was vague
and the death penalty law
already covered this kind of
cold-blooded murder. The bill
passed anyway but the
Republican governor at the
time vetoed it.
While Obama could compromise on crime and gun
control, he didn't budge
when it came to abortion.
He opposed legislation
restricting the late-term procedures that critics call partial-birth abortion.
He also opposed restrictions on another kind of
induced abortion where the •
fetus sometimes survives for
short periods — a procedure
critics label "live birth"
abortion. Obama argued that
the legislation was worded in
a way that applied to all
types of abortion. Obama
said he supported a federal
version of the law that contained more specific language.
Rev. Bob Vanden Bosch.
an anti-abortion lobbyist,
remembers Obama once
telling him, "You're a really
nice guy, but we don't agree
on anything."
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Obituaries
Paul Thomas Glisson
Paul Thomas Caisson, 84. Hardin, died Wednesday. June 25,
1008. at 9:20 p.m. at his home
Collier Funeral Home of Benton is in charge of arrangements

20 die in Iraqi attack

Mrs. Kay Poplin
A graveside service for Mrs. Kay Poplin will be Friday at 9 a.m.
at Murray Memorial Gardens. Rev, Kerry Lambert will officiate.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangermnts but no
visitation is scheduled.
Mrs. Poplin, 69. Drury Lane, Paducah, died Tuesday. June 24.
2008. at 10:35 p.m. at Western State Nursing Facility, Hoplunsville
A retired social worker, she had her master's degree in sociology. Preceding her in death were her husband, Dennis E. Poplin, her
parents and a sister. She was born Feb. 20. 1939, in Utah.
Survivors include one sister. Connie Rudy and husband, Steve,
Salt Lake City, Utah; one brother. Howard Crandle, Oren, Utah; one
brother-in-law. Bob Jensen. Manti. Utah; special friends. Joyce
Nunnally, Paducah, and Betty Johnson. Farmington.

Paid Obituaries
Gloria Ann McLaughlin
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Gloria Ann McLaughlin. 86, of Glendale Place, Murray, died
Tuesday, June 24, 2008. from a short illness at Western Baptist
Hospital. Paducah.
She is preceded in death by her husband of 37 years, John (Jack)
McLaughlin, in June 1978. Her late parents were Saul Fredrick
McCoy and Mary Perdune McCoy: sisters, Jane Gengarella, Theda
Reba and Yvonne Magura; and two aunts, Anna and Tillie Perdune,
who helped raise her.
She is survived by one daughter, Deborah Bridges and son-inlaw, Stan Bridges of Cadiz; two beloved granddaughters, Natalie
Bridges of Nashville, Tenn.. and Emily Jane Bridges of LaSalle, Ill.;
one very loved great-grandson, Ashton Bridges, 9 years old of
Cadiz; two nieces, Denise Harris of Fresno, Calif., and a namesake,
Gloria Ann Bragg of Pleasanton, Calif.; two nephews, David Reda
of Las Vegas and Saul McCoy III of Calcutta. Ohio: one God child,
Jackie Hill of Murray, Ky.; and very special friends for 60 years,
Hornet and Vanetta Bullard of Murray and Dawn Gaskin of Murray.
Mrs. McLaughlin was retired from United States Steel
Corporation where she worked for 31 years and the AFL-CIO Union
#1014. She was a lifetime member of the Presbyterian Church, a
member of the Presbyterian Women's Club in Murray. Murray
Woman's Club, Delta and Garden Departments, Caledonia Society,
The MacKay and McLaughlin Scottish Clan, The Royal Canadian
Legion Auxiliary Post 86, a charter member of Olive Chapter #396
of the Order of the Eastern Star, Portage, Ind.: a member of Dorothy
McKenzie Circle; and a 1940 graduate of East Liverpool, Ohio High
School.
Visitation will be Thursday, June 26, after 4 p.m. at J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. Visitation for Mrs. McLaughlin will be
Friday. June 27. at the First Presbyterian Church, Murray, from 10
a.m. until the funeral at II a.m. Music will be provided by Jackie
Hill with Rev. Ann Marie Montgomery officiating. Burial will be in
Trigg Memory Acres in Cadiz, Ky.
Pallbearers will be Stan Bridges and Maury Hopper. Junior pallbearer will be Ashton Bridges.
Memorial contributions may be made to the building fund at First
Presbyterian Church in Murray.

BAGHDAD AP)- A suicide bomber struck today inside
a municipal building west of
Baghdad. killing at least 20 people at a meeting of tribal sheiks
opposed to al-Qaida, police said.
The U.S. confirmed American
casualties but gave no further
details.
Another 18 people were
killed and about 60 wounded in
a car bombing near a government headquarters in the northern city of Mosul. officials said.
The attacks Thursday were part
of a spike in violence in Iraq
after weeks of relative calm.
Col. Fawn i Fraih, civil
defense director of Anbar
province, said the sheiks were
meeting with Americans when
the attack occurred in the town
of Karmah, about 20 miles west
of Baghdad.
Local police Capt. Amir alJumaili said 20 Iraqis had been
killed and 20 others wounded.
The U.S. military said the
attack resulted "in casualties,
including coalition forces and
local nationals" but gave no further details. American authorities said they suspected al-Qaida
in Iraq was behind the attack.

The media office for Anbiu
province said the dead included
the town's administrative director and at least two chiefs of
major Sunni tribes in the area.
U.S. and Iraqi troops rushed
to the bombing site and sealed
off the area, local residents said
by telephone.
The attack in Karmah
occurred only days before U.S.
troops are to hand over security
responsibility for Anbar to the
Iraqis, marking a major milestone in the campaign to lower
the U.S. profile in an area that
had once been center-stage of
the war.
The bomb in Mosul exploded
between the government headquarters and a market, where the
surrounding
of
governor
province, Duraid
Nineveh
Kashmola, was inspecting damage from an earlier rocket
attack, police said. Kashmola
said that 18 people had been
killed and 60 wounded.
The U.S. military says violence in Iraq has dropped to its
lowest level in more than four
years, but attacks are continuing
as Sunni and Shiite extremists
try to regroup and undermine

security
Target, .1 those attacks have
included local administrations,
which the U.S. and Iraqi authorities have been trying to shore
up to maintain the security gains
since last year.
Ten people, including four
Americans. were killed Tuesday
in a bombing in a municipal
council office in the Shiite area
of Sadr City in Baghdad.
Two Americans were shot
dead and four wounded Monday
when a disgruntled official
opened fire as they left a municipal building in Salman Pak
about 15 miles south of the capital.
At least 10 American soldiers
have been killed this week in a
spike of violence. That has
pushed the monthly death toll
for American troops in Iraq to at
least 26- well below figures of
last year but an increase over the
19 who died in May. the lowest
monthly tally of the war.
In all, at least 4,110 U.S. military service members have died
in the Iraq war since it began in
March 2003. according to an
Associated Press count.
Also today, American troops

killed two suspected al-Qaida
militants and captured IS.
including two Egyptians. in
raids in central and northern
Iraq, the U.S. military said.
The two extremists were
killed in Sharqat. about 135
miles north of Baghdad. after
they refused to surrender to U.S.
troops who had surniunded the
building where the pair had
taken refuge, the U.S. said in a
statement.
One of the dead was identified as a militant cell leader who
was the target of the raid. the
U.S. said. Three people were
taken into custody.
The two Egyptians were
detained in Abu Ghraib on the
western edge of Baghdad for
allegedly helping mount suicide
attacks in the area. the U.S. said.
A third person was seized near
Abu Ghraib for allegedly providing weapons and suicide
vests to Sunni militants.
The other arrests occurred
during raids west of Sinjar in
northern Iraq. Mosul and the
Bijar area between Mosul and
Baghdad. the military said

U.S. to lift sanctions vs. N. Korea

WASHINGTON (AP) - what senior U.S. intelligence
President Bush said today he officials say was a secret nuclear
will lift key trade sanctions reactor meant to make plutoniagainst North Korea and remove um. which can be used to make
it from the U.S. terrorism black- high-yield nuclear weapons.
list, a remarkable turnaround in Israeli jets bombed the structure
policy toward the communist in the remote eastern desert of
regime he once branded as part Syria in September 2007.
Sen. Joseph Biden Jr., Dof an "axis of evil.'
The announcement came Del.. chairman of the Foreign
after North Korea handed over a Relations Committee, said its
long-awaited accounting of its critical to understand the nature
nuclear work to Chinese offi- and extent of North Korea's
cials on Thursday, fulfilling a nuclear cooperation with Syria
key step in the denuclearization arid any other countries.
"Without clarity on these issues
process.
AP
Bush called the declaration a we cannot proceed with confito reporters
speaks
Hadley
Stephan
Adviser
Security
National
positive step along a long road dence to the next phase of the
White House bneting room in Washington today about
to get the nation to give up its negotiations - the dismantle- in the
nuclear program.
Korea's
North
nuclear
Korea's
nuclear weapons. Yet, he ment of North
remained wary of the regime. facilities and the removal of any
which has lied about its nuclear fissile material from the counJessie Lee McLeod
before. And North Korea's try," he said.
Services tor Jessie Lee MeLeod, 70, Murray, will be held Friday, work
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Mrs. Thill, 79, Henry County, Tenn., died Monday, June 23.
"If North Korea continues to will be placed on them."
I•
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2008, at 7:17 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
make the right choices it can
A member of St. Leo Catholic Church, she was a volunteer at repair its relationship with the
Helping Hands and Spanish Class Aid at the church. Her hobbies international community ... If
were gardening. reading, sewing and doing crossword puzzles. Born North Korea makes the wrong
April 28, 1929, she was the daughter of the late Joseph Sikora. Sr. choices, the United States and
and Ida Vieter Sikora.
its partners in the six-party talks
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Flag retiring ceremony
planned July 6 at city park

Boys and girls spend a week at Trooper Island
During the week of June 2n. a total of 58 boys and girls
from the Mayfield and Madisonville Post area spent a week
at the Kentucky State Police
Trooper Island Camp. Before
leaving for the island, the
campers were treated to a cookout at the Madisonville Post
courtesy of Richard Gordon of
Madisonville..
Campers participated in
many activities such as swimming, canoeing, archery. fishing and other outdoor activities.
Trooper Island is located on
Dale Hollow Lake near Albany
and was established in 1965.
The free summer camp is for
boys and girls ages 10 to 12
that may not have an opportunity to attend a summer camp.
Each year approximately 700
campers attend the camp from
across the state,
Trooper Island is a non-

lo's
Datebook
By Jo Eicalteen
Community
Editor

Woodmen of World Lodge 170 will sponsor a **Flag Retiring Ceremony" on Sunday, July 6, at 3 p.m. near the amphitheater in the Murray-Calloway County Central Park.
This special event is being planned ta
show those who are retiring an old flag
with respect and honor. Everyone is invited to join in this special ceremony.
For more information contact Rachel
Wicker at 435-4160.

Federal employees to meet

Kentucky Lake Chapter of Active and Federal Employees will meet Fnday at 11 alit
at August Moon on Lowes Drive. Murray.
Eric Kelleher, director of Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center, will be the speaker. Ron Hubbard, president,
urges all active and retired federal employees to attend.
Photo provided
Pictured are boys and girls who spent a week at Kentucky State Police Trooper Island Camp.
profit organization, which operates on private and business
donations. If you would like
to make a donation to Trooper Island, you may contact your

local Kentucky State Police
Post. Contributions are taxdeductible.
Currently the Kentucky State
Police are raffling a 2008 Ford

Mustang GT Convertible with
proceeds going to Trooper
Island. Tickets may be purchased from any Kentucky State
Police Post.

1

Donations being requested
The Gentry House Homeless Shelter and House Domestic Crisis Center, both of Murray, are partnering up and asking for help with items needed to assist clients that have
been misplaced from their permanent homes. Many of these
individuals have children.
Current items need are
kitchen trash bags. toilet paper,
paper towels, shampoo and conditioner, dish soap, laundry
detergent. bleach, cleaning sup-

I.

Fourth of July event
planned at Barkley Beach

Kadie Elizabeth Stephenson
Mr. and Mrs. Matt Stephenson of Puryear. Tenn., are the
parents of a daughter, Kadie Elizabeth Stephenson. born on
Wednesday. June 4, 2008, at 6:51 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed 8 pounds 3 ounces and measured 20.5
inches. The mother is the former Leanne Turner. A brother is
Ty Coleman.
Grandparents are Tony and Norma Turner, the late Jerry and
Kitty Stephenson, and Billie Turner and the late Frank Turner, all of Puryear.

Farmers' Market will be open on Tuesdays and Saturdays
from 7 a.m. to I p.m. at the Calloway County Fait Grounds,
Ky. 121 North. Featured will be a large variety of products
from locally grown and harvested.

'Paws In the Park',party Saturday

Photo provided

.nnouncemenf

Fanners' Market now open

Character Counts! Summer Olympics will be Saturday at
Quest Fitness Center, 809 Coldwater Rd., Murray. On-site registration will star at 8:30 a.m. In order to participate in the
events, each participant must fill out a registration form, signed
by a parent or guardian. Participants may drop off their cornpeted forms to Linda Avery, Circuit Clerk, 312 North 4th St..
Murray, prior to the event or fill out the forms on Saturday
morning. For more information contact Avery at 753-2714 or
Mr. Dinh at 753-6111.

DONATION MADE: Murray-Calloway County Board of
Realtors collected new and gently used suitcases, duffel
bags, backpacks and toiletry items for children in foster care
as they often relocate, toting their possessions in plastic
garbage bags because they do not have suitcases of their
own. Pictured are members of the board delivering the backpack to CHFS Division of Protection and Permanency. from
left Tina Wright, Earteene Woods, CHFS Representative
Debbie Daughaday, Twilla Williams and Bonnie Byerly.

Photo provided

Murray Shrine Club Shrine Bingo will be each Friday at
6:30 p.m. at the club building on Ky. 121 North, Murray.

Character Counts! Saturday

washcloths,
plies, towels,
kitchen linens, pot holders,
alarm clocks and old cell
phones.
Items may be taken to their
office at 629 Broad St.. Ext..
between the hours of 8 a.m.
and noon, Monday through
Thursday. Both offices are United Way agencies and located
in the same building.
For more information call
761-6802 or 759-2373.

KIWANIS SPEAKER: Senator Ken Winters recently spoke to
the Kiwanis Club of Murray. He shared concerns about the
various issues concerning the community in state government. Kiwanis meets every Thursday at noon at Ryan's and
for information about Kiwanis contact Brenda Call. 753-7870.

Shrine Bingo Friday

CADIZ, Ky. — Once again
for Independence Day 2008,
Lake Barkley State Resort Park
will continue its annual tradition of festivities, food, and
fun. Beginning at 4 p.m. on
Friday. July 4, the action will
begin at Barkley Beach with
activities and games for kids
of all ages and food vending
provided by Love Shack BBQ
of Murray.
At 4:30 p.m., live musical
entertainment will kick off,
continuing through 10 p.m. and
featuring The Harper Brothers
of Cadiz, Alonzo Pennington
Band of Princeton. and special guest Eddie Pennington,
thumb picking aficionado, also
of Princeton.
Fireworks will be launched
from the Beach just after sunset. Personal fireworks, includ-

ing sparklers. are not allowed
on the Park. Open fires are
also prohibited.
All Beach activities, music.
and fireworks are free and open
to the public. These Fourth of
July activities will take place
in addition to the ongoing facilities and features available at
Lake Barkley State Resort Park,
such as the lodge, cottages. Windows on the Water Restaurant,
a campground, 18-hole golf
course, fitness center with
indoor pool, marina, fishing,
tennis courts, hiking trails, gift
shop, and recreational and
nature programming.
For more information on
Fouth of July activities, other
upcoming events, or general
information about Lake Barkley
State Resort Park, call 1-800325-1708.

Lost But Loved Animal Rescue will host "Paws In the
Park," a birthday party for all dogs in Murray and Calloway
County on Saturday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at Central Park
in Murray. All dogs and their owners are invited. The focus
of the party is to let the public know that the group will be
hosting a series of fundraisers in order to complete the construction of a a planned dog park to be built in Central Park
which will be available free of charge to all dog lovers in the
city and county. Tax deductible donations for this project can
be mailed to LBL Animal Rescue, P.O. Box 929, Murray, KY
41071. Checks should be made to Lost But Loved Rescue
Dog Park Fund.

Dabble Day scheduled Saturday

A Dabble Day will be Saturday from 9:30 a.m. to noon at
First Presbyterian Church, 16th and Main Streets, Murray. This
is an event to come and learn new things (such as painting,
weaving, quilting or jewelry making) by "dabbling" in them.
All ages are welcome. For more information call 753-6460.

'Summer-in-the-Park' Saturday
The gospel group, Set Free, will perform at "Summer-inthe-Park" at Paris Landing State Park amphitheater/large shelter area Saturday from 7:30 to 930 p.m. Their is no admission charge.

MHS All-Class reunion July 5
Alumni and friends of the Murray City Schools are invited
to attend the All-Class reunion to be held Saturday, July 5.
from 10 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. at Murray Middle School, Eighth
and Main Streets, Murray. A short meeting will be held in the
auditorium at 11:30 a.m. and an optional, catered salad and
sandwich buffet for which reservations are required, will be
offered at noon. Late reservations may be made by calling
759-1795 by Saturday. June 28.

Glory Bound Ministry Friday
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Goshen United Methodist Church,
4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella community. Featured groups will
be Elaine Reed and Gospel Three. Items will be taken for
Need Line. For more information call Joe Lawrence at 7535643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666
or e-mail glory-bound@hotmail.com

Movies in Park Friday
Harvest Land Ministries International will show a movie,
"The Secret" starring Kirk Douglas and Bruce Boxleitner, Friday at 7:30 p.m. in the amphitheater at Murray Central Park.
Refreshments will be served and drawings for giveaways will
be held. For information call the church at 759-5107.

I
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TOPS Chapter will meet today

1505 Stadium View Drive, Murray, KY

A Personal Care Home

& Gifts
HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
753-1725 — 1-800-472-8852
www.rollin gh.corn

Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter "69
will meet today at 5:15 in the annex of Calloway Public
Library. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 7537129 or 210-4173.

CCHS Class of 1978 to meet
Members of Calloway County High School Class of 1978
interested in helping to make reunion arrangements are requested to attend a planning session tonight at 6 at Pagliai's. Anyone that cannot attend, but has contact information on arty
classmates can e-mail information to cchs78reunion@yahoo.coM
or mail to 2212 Carolwood, Murray, KY 42071.

American Legion Post will meet

Going On Vacation?
Need A Break?
We now offer short term
respite care.
Call us for further information
753-7109 or 759-1883
Toll Free 1-888-666-9313
Ask for Glada or LouJean

American Legion Post 473 will meet tonight at 7 at the
new American Legion Hall at 310 Bee Creek Dr. off of North
Fourth Street. The agenda includes swearing in officers for the
coming year. proposed budget and assignments for Froggy Feat
Concert. All veterans are welcomed and invited to attend. Fir
information call Commander Duane Brown at 227-6652 or 7518985.

MHS Class of 1948 plans reunion
Murray High School Class of 148 will have its 60th reunion
on Friday, July 4, at 6 p.m. at Garden Gate Restaurant. For
reservations call 753-3270 by July I

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Churcb.
For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.
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Tidwell and Muehleman

Ray and Falwell

Dix and Holland

Dennis and Joyce Tidwell of Murray announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Sheri Catherine Tidwell. to J. Michael Muehleman, son of Judy Muehleman and Tom and Becky Muehleman, all of Murray.
Miss Tidwell is the granddaughter of Ruth Mills and the
late Catherine and C.L. Tidwell, all of Murray.
Mr. Muehleman is the grandson of the late Earl and Stella Hicks of Godfrey. Ill., and the late Jacob and Alberta
Muehleman of Alton. Ill.
The bride-elect is a graduate of the University of Louisville
and is employed by Canal Winchester School District.
The groom-elect is a graduate of Murray State University
and is employed by Stanley Works,
. The wedding will be Saturday. July 5, 2008, at 3:30 p.m.
at St. Leo Catholic Church, Murray.

Ms, Amanda Mason Ray of Brewers announces the engagement and approaching marriage of her daughter, Laken Annette
Ray, to Jacob Warren Falwell, son of Grundy and Beth Falwell of Murray.
Miss Ray is the granddaughter of Ralph and Brenda Mason
of Brewers.
Mr. Falwell is the grandson of Inez B. Norwood and the
late M.F Norwood and of Clyzell Falwell and the late Otis
G. Falwell. all of Murray.
The bride-elect, a 2003 graduate of Marshall County High
School, is a 2007 graduate of Freed-Hardeman University. She
is a member of Union Hill Church of Christ and is employed
as a special education teacher by the Calloway County Board
of Education.
The groom-elect, a 1998 graduate of Calloway County High
School, is a 2001 graduate of Murray State University. He is
a member of Glendale Road Church of Christ and is employed
as an agriculture education teacher by the Calloway County
Board of Education.
The wedding will be Friday, July 18. 2008. at 6 p.m. at
Union Hill Church of Christ, Hardin. All relatives and friends
are invited.

Dustin Grey Dix and Susan Christine Holland announce
their engagement.
Miss Holland is the daughter of Lynda and Stephen Holland of Hazel.
Mr. Dix is the nephew of Tim and Tonya Dix of Almo and
the son of Phillip Dix and the late Sandra Richmond.
An afternoon wedding is planned for Aug. 31, 2009, which
is the birthday of the groom-elect's late mother.

Doughterty named to dean's
list for spring semester
MILWAUKEE, Wis. —
Casey Dougherty, a 2006 graduate of Calloway County High
School, is currently studying
industrial design at .t)3e. Milwaukee Institute or'Alt. and
'Design, a four year pAiege of
'art and design.
, He has been named for the
second consecutive semester,
fall 2007 and spring 2008. to
the dean's list. A student must
earn a grade point average of
3.30 or higher in a course load
Of 12 credits or more to receive

this recognition.
Dougnerty resides in Milwaukee full-time and is serving as a teaching assistant for
the college summer program
teaching courses in both product design and three dimensional design.
He has been recognized and
awarded with a MIAD design
scholarship for his outstanding
work.
Dougherty is the son of
Dick
Taller and
Robin
Dougherty of Murray.

Murray State welcomes
award-winning producer

He returned to Paducah in
Murray State University's
department of journalism and 1993 as an associate professor
communications of communications at Paducah
mass
announces the addition of Community C'ollege. He was the
award-winning producer Dr. director of the communications
Kevin Qualls to their faculty technology program and taught
for the fall 2008 semester. He courses in studio production.
will be in charge of the elec- post production. media advertronic media major and teach tising, writing for the mass
media production, media writ- media and telecommunications
law and management.
ing and law.
Qualls produced 24 episcdes
A current practicing lawyer
in Lynchburg, Va., Qualls of JAT 101. Introduction to
received his bachelor's degree Communications, a telecourse
in communications at the Uni- offered via distance learning.
versity of Kentucky, his mas- The series won first place in
educational television in comter's degree in journalism from
Marshall University and his petition conducted by Alliance
doctorate from the Liberty Uni- for Community Television. He
also did a presentation on "interversity School of Law.
He served as the program active video production tech; director for community access niques" at the League for Innotelevision in Paducah from 1987 vation conference in Kansas
to 1989. Following that he City. Mo.
From 1997 to 2004 he owned
worked as the producer/editor
kir Shearer Productions, pro- and operated Digital Age
ducing the nationally syndicat- Recording, LLC in Paducah.
ed TV series,"The Great Amer- The company provided media
ican Outdoors with Ron Shear- production services for business and industry for use in
er."
Qualls taught video produc- broadcast media, DVD and
tion and editing while earning Internet sales. It also created
his master's degree at Mar- and managed media campaign
shall. After graduation, he for political candidates.
Qualls taught at Florence
worked two years as the assoHaley Elizabeth Hart
ciate editor of the video depart- Darlington Technical College
tors, 101 U.S. representatives, ment for the Full Sail Center and Francis Marion Universi36 governors and 34 ambas- for Recording Arts in Winter ty in Florence, S.C., before
sadors.
working on his law degree.
Park, Fla.

Local resident graduates from
Transylvania University
, LEXINGTON, Ky. -- A
local resident received a bach-plor of rts degree from Tranaylvania University on Saturday. May 24 during a commencement ceremony on the
front steps of histonc Old Morrison.
Elizabeth Hart, a
Haley
biology major and environmental studies minor, graduated cum
laude with honors in biology.
Hart is the daughter of Terry
and Leah Hart of Murray and
a graduate of Murray High
School
Founded in 1780 as the
nation's 16th college and the
first college west of the Allegheny Mountains. Transylvania has
a long list of distinguished
U.S.
'alumni including two
vice presidents. a U.S. Supreme
Court justice. 50 U.S. sena-

Students at local schools
net good results at State
Language Festival
At the iecent State World
Language Festival held at the
University of Kentucky in Lexington, student Japanese language teams from Murray High
School and Calioway County
High School turned in a dominant performance with 17 firstplace-, 13 second-place and six
third-place finishes among the
23 competition categories.
The students were taught by
Masayo Nakamura, a full-time
Japanese language teacher
shared by the two school districts as part of Project 50-50,
a three-year grant program
administered by Murray State
University.
"The Japanese language part
of the state festival has expanded greatly over the past two
years. As more and more Kentucky high schools begin offering Japanese language classes.
we expect even more growth
and interest in the festival. Our
Murray and Calloway students
are extremely enthusiastic about
their Japanese studies. This was
definitely reflected in their outstanding performances. I could
not be more pleased," Nakamura said.
"Having a Japanese language
and culture prograni among our
district offerings is a bonus
for our students. Our parents
are very pleased as well,- said
Bob Rogers, superintendent of
the Murray Independent School
District.
Steve Hoskins, Calloway
County superintendent. added,
"This is an excellent example
of the value our local schools
gain from the cooperative programs provided by Murray State
University. The Project 50-50

grant program gives us an economical way to add to the
variety of world languages
already available to our students."
"Grants from the U.S. Japan
Foundation and the Japan Foundation have been combined with
support from the two school districts and Murray State University to create Ms. Nakamura's full-time position through
the 2008-09 school year."
explained Dr. Tom Lough ot
MSU, who serves as director
of Project 50-50. "After that,
the plan is to convert to fulltime school district support."
Lough pointed to the several sources of grant funds as
an indication of the widespread
appeal of the project. "We are
excited about the achievements
of Ms. Nakamura's students
thus far and about the future
of Japanese language courses
in our area high schools," he
said.
With Project 50-50 as a
pilot. Lough is now developing an area-wide grant proposal to provide funding on a
three-year basis for other school
districts to add Japanese language and culture courses to
their offerings. "This would be
a low-cost way for any district to establish a Japanese
language program," he said. "I
have already been contacted
by two superintendents about
this and would welcome any
other inquiries from the MSU
service area."
For more information on the
program contact Lough at
tom.lough@coe.murraystate.ed
u or at (270) 753-5682.
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We1c1iTJ Registry
Abby Abernathy & Josh Sykes
Amanda Olsen & Josh Schecter
Laken Ray & Jacob Falwell
Shereen Stockham
& Justin Moms

ion
60th reunion
;staurant. Foi

Em n Strader & Trent Garland
Tara Evans & Stacy Vincent

Baby Registry
Kennette & Chris
Jones
Jessica & Matthew
Moms
Tonya & Justin
Morton
Shauna Abbott &
Matthew McNutt

Natalie Elkins & Matt Thorn
it 6 p.m. and
:opal Church

Monday-Friday 10 a.m.-6 p.m. • Saturday 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Support your Local Community. Shop Dowahares.

Corner of 12th Street & Sycamore • 753-9229
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ARTS ISE ENTERTAINMENT
'The Costume Bali'
has successful 2008
opening performance

Review: Wall-Pe' has heart of gold

By CHRISTY LEMIRE
AP Movie Critic
Within the rumbling, stumbling hunk of junk that is
WALL-E beats the sweetest,
GILBERTSVILLE, Ky. -- Audiences are raving about the suc- warmest heart — a robotic repcessful opening weekend of Twilight Cabaret Theatre's -The resentation of humanity's highest potential.
Costume Ball" by award winner Norman Beim.
And within the sci-fi advenArtistic Director Charles Edward Hall and Producer Shirley
Teach Johnson have once again put a "bit of Broadway" in western ture "WALL-E" lies an artistic
Kentucky. The comedy deals with mistaken identities among three truth: that Pixar's track record
remains impeccable.
characters.
Following high-concept
Perfonnsuices are every Friday arid Saturday evening until July
26. Dinner is available upon reservation and is served at 6:30 p.m. movies about a superhero famiwhile the curtain goes up at 8 p.m. Groups of 20 or more may ly, talking cars and a gourmet
rat, this is the Disney computer
reserve a Thursday evening performance.
To request information or make reservations call 436-2399. Ken animation arm's boldest experiBar Lodge is located on U.S. 641 North near Kentucky Dam State ment yet. "WALL-E" is essentially a silent film in which the
Resort Park and only a couple of miles off 1-24.
two main characters, a mismatched pair of robots, communicate through bleeps and blips
and maybe three words between
them.
And yet director Andrew
Stanton ("Finding Nemo") is
xemiiimiy/Pixar
resourceful enough to find infiIn this image released by Disney/Pixar Animation Studios, a scene from the animated film,
nite ways for them to express
"WALL-E,' is shown.
PADUCAH, Ky. -- The Kentucky Avenue, Paducah. themselves — amusingly,
fatter and lazier in the future, it
Tomorrowland. WALL-E is still child. It's only upon the arrival
Carson Center has announced KY (hours: 10:00-5:00 p.m. achingly, and with emotional
seems. And the possibility of
of the sleek, shiny Eve (voiced
the job he was proalso
created,
doing
precision.
He's
by
phone
at
(270)
the cast for this weekend's per- CST, M-F),
useless consumption is overKnight), a robot sent
the
Elissa
to
do:
pick
up
all
by
grammed
with
the
help
of
a
team
of
aniformance of "Sleeping Beauty." 4504444, or online at www.thepowering and ever-present.
back to the planet on a search
trash he sees around him and
mators, a visual marvel. Not
Auditions were held for students carsoncentenorg.
So maybe it's more than a
mission, that he realizes how
compress it into tidy packages.
For additional information, that this is in any way surprisin grades I through 12. There
little hypocritical for a movie
lonely he's been. That she's
But he's a romantic at heart
were 115 students from four please contact the Carson Center ing from a Pixar flick, but still.
that's being distributed by a
everything he's not -- new,
with an eye for nostalgia, siftit's worth noting.
states audition and 60 were cast at (270)443-9932.
worldwide entertainment conhigh-tech, efficient — is
items
quick,
through
garbage
for
dented
metal
ing
The
smudged,
The Missoula Children's
in roles.
glomerate to condemn needless
Rubik's
only part of the allure. She's
The students will be rehears- Theatre presents an original that makes up WALL-E's frame like bowling pins, a
spending on food, toys, stuff,
someone with whom he can
Cube, an iPod, a spork. The
ing all week and will then pres- adaptation of the classic fairy looks so realistic, you could
you name it. Fred Willard, the
finally share all the lost treasStanton co-wrote
the
script,
which
out
and
touch
it:
at
reach
tale.
ent two performances of
only live-action human, plays
he's amassed, and she
a
story
ures
with
Jim
Reardon
from
his
big
eyes
often
same
time,
"Sleeping Beauty" for the pubA new princess is born, and
the film's CEO with typically
Docter,
seems open to the idea of makfrom far and wide the people of appear so vulnerable arid plead- he co-wrote with Pete
humorous buffoonery — perevokes iconic cultural items and ing a friend in him, too.
"This is an incredible oppor- the kingdom gather to celebrate. ing, you can't help but feel a
haps that's intended to make the
Meanwhile, somewhere in
imagery without going for the
tunity for students, who will One simple mistake is made — connection with him. The charmessage more palatable.
universe, the remaining
celebriiy
the
without
cheap
pun
or
empty
are
adorable
acters
have the opportunity to work an invitation is misplaced — and
You could busy your brain
humans are lolling about in a
gag. Genuflections to "2001: A
with
Missoula
Children's the wrath of the vicious Scarella being too cutesy, accessible to
which such complex thoughts.
giant flying cruise ship.(Kathy
Space Odyssey" and "Alien"
Theatre professionals," said falls upon the poor infant in the adults and children alike.
You're more likely, though, to
seem fitting, as does WALL-E's Najimy and Pixar veteran John
Ben Burn, a multiple Oscar
Elyse Millizer, Carson Center form of a spell. Sleeping
walk out of the theater with the
Ratzenberger provide two of
resemblance
to
E.T.
physical
winner
who
created
R2-D2's
education manager. "Student Beauty is now destined to sleep
passengers' voices, with Jeff raze joy of knowing that you've
movies
that
the
one
of
the
signature
sound
effects
in
the
(It's
actors who are cast will appear for eternity if she should prick
just witnessed something that
Garlin as their boisterous but
earned Burn an Academy
in the performances alongside her finger on a spindle before "Star Wars" movies, provides
touched your heart.
clueless captain )'Thanks to the
Award for best sound effects
the "voice" of WALL-E, or
professional actors and student she reaches her 16th birthday.
-WALL-E," a Walt Disney
big, evil corporation that runs
editing.)
Waste
Allocation
Load
LifterBeauty's
Fairy
directors will assist Missoula
Sleeping
Pictures release, is rated G.
the
place
(and
ruined
Earth),
odd,
lovely
combiHe's
an
Earth
Class.
Seven
hundred
staff with teaching, directing Godmothers do their best to
Running time: 97 minutes
nation: He carries himself like a every convenience is available
and backstage technical produc- amend the spell, but Scarella, years after Earth was abanThree and a half stars out of
at their chubby fingertips -- oh
th1181111nowith the help of some nasty doned, leaving the planealooka .little old man, but has of a
tion."
yes, we as a people have gotten four.
trig like a portetIpocaliyplieeasysiaasiacence and wonderment
There will be two perform- Trolls, tricks Sleeping Beauty
finger
and
the
pncking
her
ances on Saturday following this into
week's interactive learning spell takes effect.
Five hundred years pass, and
activities and rehearsals. The
first performance will be at 2 Sleeping Beauty wakes to find
p.m. and the second will be at 5 herself in a Rock 'n Roll dream!
NEW YORK (AP) — Kanye West wavy black platform and a video screen I've ever had in my life," West wrote. "This
Also featured in this production
p.m.
himself from criticism over his above. Pearl Jam, who had performed on the is the most offended I've ever been .. this is
defended
Tickets are on sale now and are the King and Queen, Spot,
Palace delayed performance at Bonnaroo, saying main stage earlier that evening, also went an the maddest I ever will be."
Fairies, the
may be purchased through the the
West was critical of the festival for not
over its scheduled time. While waiting
Carson Center Box Office at 100 Attendants and the Caterpillars. on his blog that the flak he's taken has left hour
him -the most offended for West's concert to begin, many in the releasing a statement in his defense. The
crowd pelted the stage with glow sticks and morning after the show, The Associated
I've ever been."
Press asked festival spokesman Ken
West's performance at beer.
At the Bonnareo Music & Arts Festival, Weinstein about the delay. Weinstein said it
the Tennessee festival was
scheduled for 2:45 a.m. in which traditionally has favored jam bands, was simply a matter of unloading the Pearl
the early morning of June West's delayed show became a kind of rally- Jam stage after its set (which went until
15. West didn't take the ing point, leading to "Kanye sucks" chants about 1:15 a.m.) and loading the West stage.
Following his performance, West's publistage until 4:25 a.m., and critieism from pedal steel guitarist
NASHVILLE. Tenn.(AP) — If Tim McGraw isn't looking for
angering much of the Robert Randolph, who played later the same cist didn't reply to a request from The AP for
trouble, it must've been looking for him.
West's take on the criticism.
Fan video shot Tuesday in Auburn, Wash.,
crowd who had stayed up day.
all
West said he and the festival organizers
blog
in
almost
Tuesday
on
his
Writing
rapper
pershows the country singer help eject an unruly fan.
late
to
see
the
West
caps, West said he was offended that anyone (Bonnaroo is put on by Superfly Productions
McGraw shouts "Get rid of this guy," summons
form.
security and helps arriving crew members haul him
The delay was caused by problems set- would think he doesn't cart about his fans and AC Entertainment) went back and forth
onstage. When the heavyset fan moves toward ting up West's elaborate stage set, which and blamed the delay on festival organizers. for a month on how his stage could fit at the
"This Bonnaroo thing is the worst insult festival.
McGraw, the singer threatens him with a cocked included an interplanetary landscape of a
fist as he's hauled away.
The band's performance of "Indian Outlaw"
never stopped. And as if on cue, McGraw steps to
the mic and picks up with the line "I ain't lookin'
for trouble ...."
McGraw
A statement from McGraw's representative says
he witnessed the man rush up and attack a female.
ind he intervened when security couldn't respond quickly enough.

'Sleeping Beauty'
at Carson Saturday

Kanye West defends self over Bonnaroo criticism

Trouble finds Tim
McGraw at Wash. show
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CWS FINAL: FRESNO STATE 6, GEORGIA 1

Taking a bite out of history
BULLDOGS' 31 LOSSES THE MOST EVER FOR A CHAMP
By ERIC OLSON
AP Sports Writer
OMAHA, Neb. (AP) -- "Road to
Omaha" is the catch phrase of College
World Series hopefuls across the country.
For Fresno State, it led to a surprising
run to the national championship.
Wednesday night's 6-1 victory over
Georgia in Game 3 of the CWS finals
Marked Fresno State's 22nd straight road
game since May II.
Fresno State's players and staff were on
the road 34 of the previous 41 days.
"Who would think we could stay together as a team being home in our own beds
seven days and still coming out performing," said third baseman Tommy
Mendonca, who was the CWS' most outstanding player. "It's a special group of
guys."
The long journey started with a regularseason series at Sacramento State, then to
Ruston, La., for the Western Athletic

Conference tournament, on to Long Beach,
Calif., for an NCAA regional and then to
Tempe, Ariz., for super regionals.
. When the team traveled to Omaha, its
plane was diverted to Lincoln because of a
tornado warning The Bulldogs had to bus
the last 50 miles of their trip.
"The road has become our home," center
fielder Gavin Hedstrom said. "We've been
so busy trying to do what we've been doing
winning games, that it's been a great time."
With Steve Detwiler providing the
offense for pitcher Justin Wilson, the
Bulldogs captured their first national championship in a men's sport.
Detwiler homered twice and drove in all
six runs, and Wilson allowed five hits in
eight innings to cap Fresno State's ride to a
title.
Mendonca said it's time to put the underdog talk to rest.
"From here on out, underdog does not
mean anything," he said. "Write it down.

Underdog does not mean anything. We
showed anything can happen."
Fresno State was forecast to be a Top 25
team coming into the season, but the
Bulldogs lost 12 of their first 20 games.
They needed to win the Western Athletic
Conference tournament just to make the
NCAA field of 64, fought off elimination in
regionals and super regionals, and became
the first No. 4 regional seed to reach the
CWS since the tournament expanded in
1999.
The Bulldogs (47-31) from California
not only showed they belonged, they
showed they were the best, even though no
previous national champion had more losses. The national title was the second in
school history. Fresno State won the 1998
softball title.
—They're a true champion, and they did it
the hard way," Georgia coach David Perno
said.
•See CWS,28

DAVE WEAVER ,1 AP
Fresno State players, including Erik Wetzel (3), celebrate their
6-1 win over Ueorgia in Game 3 of the best-of-three NCAA
College World Series in Omaha, Neb., Wednesday night.
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McDougal
claims Fla.
Collegiate
Athletic
Trainer of the
Year award

LOCAL SPOTLIGHT

DETROIT 8,
ST. LOUIS 7

Sheffield
steals one
for Tigers

MURRAY NATIVE
IS IN 25TH YEAR
AT JACKSONVILLE
UNIVERSITY

RBI IN

NINTH
LEADS DETROIT'
PAST REDBIRDS

DETROIT (AP) — Gary
Staff Report
Sheffield made a long wait
By the nature of his job, Bo
worthwhile for the Detroit
McDougal is a behind-theTigers.
scenes guy.
Sheffield hit a game-winning
But the Murray native found
RBI single in the bottom of the
the spotlight last week when he
ninth to give Detroit an 8-7 win
was named Collegiate Athletic
against the St. Louis Cardinals
Trainer of the Year by the
on Wednesday night in a game
Athletic Trainers Association qt
unt. '1'1111 I
that included a nearly 2 1/2-hoot
Florida.
!
rain delay.
McDougal is in his first year
Sheffield, who came off the
as director of
disabled list Tuesday and homesports medicine
red, and Carlos Guillen each had
at Jacksonville
four hits for Detroit. Guillen also .
University
in
homered.
Jacksonville,
Rick Ankiel hit two homers
Fla., but has
and drove in three runs, and Skip
worked as an
Schurnaker also homered for St.
athletic trainer
Louis.
'McDougal at the Atlantic
Clete Thomas led off the
Sim Conference school for the
ninth with a double off the leftpast 25 years.
field wall. Sheffield then lined
He graduated from Murray
Kyle McClellan's 3-2 pitch into
Pfigh School in 1976, where he
right-center to score Thomas.
Was a four-year letterman in
"It was a long night. We knew
football and baseball and
photo provided this team was going to be
received the Ty Holland
Scholarship after being named David Fields shows off his first bass of the day at an FLW Siren Series event on Kentucky Lake. The new Murray athletic direc- tough," Sheffield said. "We
knew we had to keep plugging
the school's most outstanding tor moonlights as a tournament bass angler and has won over 20 events since taking up the sport in the mid-90s.
away and give ourselves a
student-athlete.
chance in the ninth inning and .
After high school, he attendwe did that."
•
ed Murray State and earned a
He hit a pitch toward the out.;
bachelor's degree in health and
side of the plate.
physical education in 1981. He
"With him, you don't want to
also served as a graduate assismiss inside. So I figured I'd go;
tant at Murray State and earned
The Murray duo won that
By TOMMY DILLARD
outside," McClellan said. "It was!
his master's degree in health,
event with a five-bass limit
Sports Writer
the wrong pitch."
physical education, recreation
One sport is played in crowd- weighing 24.36 pounds, good
Sheffield has struggled to;
and dance in 1988.
ed gyms, community spotlights enough to claim the $4,000 firstcome back from offseason'
Jacksonville. shining brightly on its coaches place purse.
at
While
shoulder surgery and was on the
McDougal has assisted with and players.
But that victory wasn't even
disabled list with a pulled
some special events, including
season.
Fields'
biggest
of
the
The other sets quite a differoblique muscle.
several NCAA men's basketball ent scene, played out on serene That came at the 2008 Triton
"He certainly swung the bat
regionals. He also assists with lakes under blue-sky summer Boat Owners Tournament, also
good tonight." Tigers manager
many U.S.-based touring and days. Its characters compete in held on Kentucky Lake, where
Jim Leyland said. "Some more
national teams, including the relative isolation, but with no Fields and Tim Rhoades, of
of that would be just what the
U.S. Synchronized Swimming less fire lot the competition in Leitchfield. took home first
doctor ordered for us. That was a
team as they prepared for the which they engage.
place and a $7,000 payout.
heck of a performance by him."
in
1991
in
American
Games
Pan
photo provided
In that tournament. Fields
High school basketball and
Sheffield is hitting .234 with
Jacksonville.
tournament bass fishing may and Rhoades broke the 50- Fields holds up his catch after finishing fourth at a Siren four home runs and 15 RBI in 41
He has also served with the seem worlds apart to most but pound mark for two days to win Series event in 2004 While he typically fishes non-professiongames.
Olympics to David Fields, each comes just the American Bass Anglers
U.S.
1984
al "buddy" tournaments. He served as a co-angler at the Stren
"Everybody knows he's a
Gymnastics Trials and has as naturally as the other.
event with 50.83 pounds.
event, one of fishing's big money circuits.
pretty good hitter," Guillen said.
worked with Athletes in Action
Fields estimates he's won
You'd think Fields, a man
overseas trips to Europe in 1990 who has made a career out of more than 20 tournaments since something come by and bite made the honor roll he'd buy me "Only thing is he needs to be
and the former Soviet Union in sport as the new athletic director beginning competitive fishing your hook. You have to figure a little two-man boat and I could healthy. Stay healthy, and he can
do a lot of good things."
1994.
at Murray High School and for- during his college days. He out where the fish are. why go out and fish by myself in the
McDougal oversees a full- mer Tiger basketball coach, joined the Murray State Bass they're there, what's made them cove where we camped. So l
II See CARDINALS,28
time staff of five people and 20 would use his summers as a wel- Anglers Club in order to fill a move. It can get pretty techni- made the honor roll for the first
student trainers from the come respite from the competi- competitive void he felt after cal."
time.University of North Florida. He tive arena.
In high school, while his
His love for fishing was
graduating from his high school
is responsible for the daily care,
spawned many years before he friends took off for Gulf Coast
Nothing, however, could be basketball playing days.
as well as the prevention and farther from the truth.
college. however. beaches on spring break. Fields
While his accomplishments entered
rehabilitation of the student-athAfter notching his best sea- sometimes draw friendly jabs Fields' father had two great pas- spent his on the lake with his
lete's injuries for the school's 18 son as boys hoops head coach at from those who don't under- sions in life — basketball and dad.
Division I teams. He also teach- Murray this past winter, Fields stand his sport, Fields knows fishing — both of which he
There was one area where the
physical education classes.
has enjoyed just as much suc- tournament fishing is no lazy made sure to pass on to his father and son disagreed. howMcDougal and his wife Lois cess on the fishing trail this sum- Sunday afraeorion activity
ever. While his old man fished
young son.
have one child. Maya, two step- mer, having already posted two Anglers must study the lake and
A longtime high school bas- primarily for crappie. Fields was
sons, Jeremy and Brian. and a tournament
victories
and the patterns of fish, not to men- ketball coach himself. Fields' always a bass guy.
grandson, Kyle.
"We would always be crappie
$17,000 in winnings split tion all the latest rods, reels and dad raised him in the gym.
This summer. McDougal and between two partners.
except for the countless week- fishing and I would stand on the
lures.
his wife will be traveling to
"I'm constantly studying ends spent camping and fishing back of the boat and try to bass
For the second consecutive
DUANE BURLESON AP
Nienna. Austria, where he'll year, Fields and partner John maps and going out there and at Kentucky Lake.
fish at the bank any time we got
Gary Sheffield hits an RBI
serve as an athletic trainer at the Morgan placed first at the looking for the best places," he
"Dad put me in the boat with close enough," he recalled.
\both Friendship Games. The Governor's Cup, Austin Peay said. "A lot of people that don't him when I was four years old
Fields primarily fishes buddy single to drive in Clete
cpuple is taking four days after State University's annual sum- Know much about it make fun of and it's beer. that way ever tournaments. non-professional Thomas
to
beat
the
t.De games to tour Austria and mer tournament on Kentucky me. But it's not as simple as just since," he said. "When I was in
Cardinals 8-7 in the bottom of
Ilermany.
throwing a line and letting the eighth grade, he told me if I
Lake.
the ninth Thursday in Detroit.
•See FIELDS, 28

FORMER TIGER COACH
FINDS SOLACE ON LAKES
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•Fields
From Page 1B
events in which two anglers
up and try to haul in the
most weight, usually with a five
fish
Morgan, his usual partner
runs a guide service
Kentucky Lake and has f 1st,
with Fields for the better part of
the past nine years. The pair has
competed together in every
Governor's ('up, a record which
includes three wins, a secondplace finish and a third-place
finish within a five-year span.
"He's played a major role in
helping me become a better fisher," Fields said. "We're great
friends and we have a good
time. But I wouldn't have had
near as much success it it
weren't for that guy."
Fields, who earned a reputation around the First Region as a
coach who wore his emotions on
his sleeve, isn't nearly as
demonstrative on the lake.
Morgan said. But his competitive fire is the same as it is on
the basketball court.
"I've never seen anybody
that wanted it more than him,'
Morgan said. "He keeps me
going. You've got to have that.
Sometimes you lose that little
edge that keeps you trying new
things and hustling to get the
next spot. Having that enthusiasm from him keeps me going
and keeps me interested because
he's so pumped up about being
there."
Fields and Morgan were
named Anglers of the Year in
2004 on the Angler's Choice
bass circuit on Kentucky Lake.
The circuit ran from March to
October and on was based on
cumulative points.
The pair plans to fish in several more tournaments this season, although they generally
slow down when it comes time
for Morgan to harvest his tobacco crop.
Currently, the duo is attempting to qualify for the Midwest
Bass Tournament Trail, which
will be holding a fall classic on
Kentucky Lake with a $30,000
purse.
"Really like anything else.
you have to do it a lot to stay on
top of it," Fields said, "I guess
that's the lure about it is trying
to find the fish. That's the battle.
A 'lot of people own catch them.
but it's finding them."

!CAM

tAbove) The U.S. Bank team of Brian Anderson, Hunter Garrison, Scott Adams and Matt
- Garrison took first place at the Need Line Golf Tournament on Friday. (Below) Tbe Mike
L.dyins Team, made up of Chad English, Mark Landry, Brad Clendenen and Mike Lova-is
(not pictured) took second place.

Murphy needs liver transplant
NEWPORT, Ky.(API- A doctor and a family member say a northern Kentucky high school
standout athlete from the 1970s and Kentucky's
first Miss Basketball is in intensive care, hoping
for a liver transplant.
Donna Murphy has been hospitalized this week
in Cincinnati. Dr. Steven M. Rudich of liver transplant services at the University of Cincinnati says
there's nothing that can be done for Murphy
except a transplant.
The Kentucky Enquirer reports that after being
stricken over the weekend. Murphy was diagnosed
with autoinimune hepatitis. a rare form of hepati-

tis that attacks liver cells.
Murphy was the state's first Miss Basketball in
1976 and set regional and state tournament
records. She held the single-game state scoring
record of 42 points for some 20 years.
She also starred at Morehead State and played
for the St. Louis Streak of the Women's
Professional Basketball League before working as
an assistant coach at several universities.
Currently she's an AAU coach.
Murphy's brother. Duran Murphy, says his sister has been feeling tired during the past couple of
months.

OVC ROUNDUP

Skyhawks add JUCO guard from Memphis
Bret
MARTIN. Tenn.
Campbell, the head men•s basketball coach at the University
Martin,
at
of Tennessee
announced that Reuben Clayton
wjll transfer from Northern
Oklahoma College to accept a
scholarship to play for the
Skyhawks this season.
Clayton. a 6-3, I75-pound
guard, averaged 13.2 points per
game his freshman season at
Noi-thern Oklahoma for head
coach Brett Weiberg.
"We are excited about
Rueben joining our Skyhawk
family." Campbell said. He has
the ,potential to be a very good
sOrer during his career here at
Lit Martin."
Clayton prepped at Central
High School in Memphis, the
same high school current UT
Martin standout Lester Hudson
attended. Clayton averaged 19
points, five rebounds and 3.2
steals a game his senior season
at Central where he played for
head coach Andre Applewhite.
Clayton earned all-city and
all-region honors his senior sea-

son at Central,
"He will give us another tong
and rangy athlete on the perime-

ter," Campbell said. "He will
also have three years to play
which is certainly a plus.-

From Page 113

SportsBriefs
▪ MCCSA is hokling tryouts for the upcoming year for any Mabee
interested in playing on a competitive soccer team. Right now there are
U9, U12 and U13 boys teams and U10, Ull and U13 girls' teams. The
lasetryout will be June 21 at 10 a.m, at the concession stand at Bee
Creek Soccer Complex. Bring water, ball and all your gear and come try
cut. Please contact Andrew Gullixson for additional information at (2701
227-1518 or via e-mail at andrewgullixeon@peoplepc.com.
III Drake Creek Golf Club will host the West Kentucky Junior Golf
Championship Monday, July 14 in Ledbette(*. The tournament is open to
junior golfers age nine to high school graduates of this past year.
Applications are available at Drake Creek Golf Shop and online at
httplilwww.orakecreek.com. For more information, call the golf pro shop
at 270-898-4653.
• Former All American Girls professional baseball player Dotty
Konwinski will be speaking on July 1 beginning at 7 p.m. at the H.H.
Lovett Park in Benton. There is no cost and the event is open to the public. For more information, contact Randy Green at 703-4091 or 5270180. Konwinski was part of the league, which was made famous by the
movie. "A League Of Their Own."
MI The West Kentucky Youth Futbol Club (WKYFC) will hold the last
soccer tryout for girls U9 (not yet 9 years old by Aug. 1) through girls
U18 (not yet 18 years old by Aug. 1) on Saturday, June 28, starling a19
a.m. at Hamilton Park Soccer Complex in Mayfield. For more inforrnation and registration forms, go to the website at www.wkylc.corn or call
(270; 210-3599
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•CWS

• Sot 7:30 a.nc 12.00 p.m

Fresno State knocked off No.
3 national seed Arizona State in
the super regionals and beat No.
6 Rice and No. 2 North Carolina
twice to get to die CWS finals.
By the time the Bulldogs met up
with Georgia. the No. 8 seed, in
the best-of-three final round, the
to
"Underdogs
slogan
Wonderdogs" was being spotted
on T-shirts and signs all over
Rosenblatt Stadium.
"These guys beat the best,"
Fresno State coach Mike
Batesole said. "and I guess
that's what you have to do to
win a national championship."
Mendonca tied a CWS
record with four homers, drove
in 11 runs and made a number
of spectacular plays in the field.
But in the finale. Detwiler
was the star.
"Everybody was having
amazing at-bats and seeing the
ball," he said. "I got lucky and
capitalized on a few of them."
Playing with a torn ligament
in his left thumb, he hit a tworun homer on Nathan Moreau's
3-2 pitch in the second inning
that barely cleared the rightfield fence, just getting over the
glove of Matt Olson.
There was no doubt about
Detwiler's second homer, a high
drive that landed three-quarters
of the way up the stands in left
field. That three-run shot off
Dean Weaver was Detwiler's
third homer of the CWS and
12th of the season. It also
marked the fourth time a player
hotnered twice in a championship game.
Detwiler, who added an RBI
double in the fourth, said he
didn't let his thumb injury hinder him.
"It's mind over matter." he
said. "It's just a little pain. The
pain is temporary. Pride is forever."
Detwiler cacght a fly in right
for the final out of the game just as his teammates predicted
in the dugout before they went
out for the ninth. He tucked the
ball into his back pocket and
sprinted to join his teammates in
a wild celebration.
Someone suggested he auction the ball. Detwiler just
laughed.
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
American League Standings
AM Times CDT
East Division
L Pet GB
W
49 32 606
Boston
I
Tampa Bay
46 31 597
New York
42 36 538 5 1.2
Baltimore
39 37 513 7 1.2
11
37 42 468
Toronto
Central Division
L Pci GB
W
42 35 545
Chicago
1/2
42 365.38
Minnesota
5
37 40 181
Detroit
7
36 43 456
Kansas Crty
35 43 419 7 12
ClevaL3nd
West Division
L Pet GB
W
-48 31 608
Los Angeles
5
42 35 545
Oakland
13
40 39 506
Texas
28 50 35919 1/2
Seattle

Wedneeday's Games
Boston 5 Arizona 0
N Y Yankees 10 Pittsburgh a
Detroit 8. Si Louis 7
San Francisco 4, Cleveland 1
Cincinnati 6. Toronto 5, 10 innings
N V Mets 8. Seattle 2
Tampa Bay 15. Florida 3
Washington 5. L A Angels 4
Texas 3. Houston 2
Chicago Cubs 7, Baltimore 4
Kansas City 4, Colorado 2
kAonnesota 9, San Diego 3
Philadelphia 4, Oakland 0
L A Dodgers 5 Chicago White Sox 0
Thursday's Games
Tampa Bay (Garza 5-4) at Florida
(Hendrickson 7-5). 11 10 am
St Louis (Welemeyer 7-2) at Detroit
(Robertson 6-6). 1205 pm
Baltimore (Liz 1-0) at Chicago Cubs
(Marquis 6-31 1:20 p.m
Chicago While Sox (Dank. 4-4) at L.A
Dodgers(Kershaw 0-1). 2.10 pm
Minnesota (Baker 3-2) at San Diego
(Banks 2-1). 235 p.m
Philadelphia (Eaton 2-5) at Oakland
(Harden 4-0). 2-35 pm
NY Yankees(Mumma 10-Slat
Pittsburgh (Maholm 5-5), 6-05 p m
San Francisco (Cain 4-5) at Cleveland
(Lee 10-1). 605 p m.
Cincinnati (Voiquez 10-2) at Toronto
(Litsch 74). 6-07 p.m.
Texas (Millwood 5-3) at Houston
(Rodriguez 2-3), 7:05 p m
Friday's Games
Yankees
NY Mats (Peltrev 4-6) at N
(Giese 1-2) 1 05 p.m , 1st game
Chicago Cube (Gallagher 3-31 at
Chicago While Sox (Contreras 6-6),
3 05 p m
Tampa Bay (Kavnir 6-3) at Pittsburgh
(Snell 3-7). 605 p m
Conrado (Jimenez 2-7) at Detroit
(Bonne 1-0), 6-05 p.m
Cincinnati (Thompson 0-0) at Cleveland
(Sabettaa 5-8). 605 p m
Atlanta (Jumens 7-3) at Toronto
(McGowan 6-51,6:07 p.m
Baltimore (0 Cabrera 5-3) at
Washington (Octleerez 2-51. 6,35 p m
Boston (Matauzaka 8-1) at Houston
(Hernandez 0-01. 705 pm
Philokilbnia (Myers 3-91 at Texas
(Gabbard 2-3). 705 p.m
N Y Yankees(Ponson 4-1) at N V Mets
(Martirez 2-1), 7.10 tam . 2nd game
Milwaukee (McClung 5-3) at Minnesota
(Blankbom 6-4), 7 10 p.m
St Lours (Pineiro 2-3) at Kansas City
(Meche 5-8). 7 10 p.m
Seattle (Washburn 2-71 at San Diego
(Wok 5-6). 9:0e p.m
San Francisco (Correia 1-5) at Oakland
(Eveland 5-5). 9:05 p m.
L.A. Angels (Saunders 11-3) at LA
Dodgers (Park 2-2). 9.10 p m.

National League Standings
An Times CDT
East Division
L Pot GB
W
4.3 36 544
Philediskohal
2
40 37 519
Florida
4
36 3949.4
New York
39 41 488 4 1,2
Atlanta
31 49 38812 12
Washington
Central Division
L Pot oa
W
49 29 628
Chicago
45 34 570 4 12
E4 Louis
35
43
6
551
Milwaukee
12
37 41 471
Pittsburgh
13
16 12 482
Houston
36 43 45613 1/2
Cincinnati
Weill Division
LPct GB
W
40 39 506
Anzona
3
36 41 468
Los Angeles
34 44 436 5 1/2
San FrliOCISCO
1/2
7
410
46
32
San Diego
32 47 405
8
Colorado

Wednesday's Games
Atlanta 4 Milwaukee 2
Boston 5. Arizona 0
N 'V Yankees 10, Pittsburgh 0
Detroit 8, St Louis 7
San Francisco 4, Cleveland 1
Cincinnati 6. Toronto 5 10 nnings
N Y Mets 8. Seattle 2
Tampa Bay 15. Flonda 3
Washington 5. L A Angels 4
Texas 3, Houston 2
Chicago Cubs 7. Baltimore 4
Kansas City 4. Colorado 2
Minnesota 9, San Diego 3
Philadelphia 4 Oakland 0
LA Dodgers 5 Chicago White Sox 0
Thurwley's Games
Tampa Bay (Garza 5-4) at Florida
(Hendrickson 7-5), 11: 10 a rn
St Lours (Wellerneyer 7-2) at Detroit
(Robertson 6-6), 1205 p.m
Baltimore (Liz 1-0) at Chicago Cubs
(Marquis 6-3), 1 20 p m
Chicago White Sox (Danks 4-4) at L A
Dodgers (Kershaw 0-1). 2 10 p m
Minnesota (Baker 3-2i at San Diego
(Banks 2-1). 2 35 p m
Philadelphia (Eaton 2-5) at Oakland
Harder 4-01, 2 3.5 p.m
N Y Yankees (Mussina 10-5) at
Pittsburgh (Maholm 5-5), 605 p.m.
San Francisco(Can 4-5) at Cleveland
(Lee 10-1). 605 pm
Cincinnati (Volquez 10-2) at Toronto
(Leach 7-4).1307 pm.
Touts (Millwood 5-3) at Houston
(Rodnguez 2-3). 7:05 p in
FrIday's Games
N.Y Mets (Peitrey 4-6) at N.Y Yankees
(Giese 1-2). 1 05 pm , 1st game
Chicago Cubs (Gallagher 3 3) at
Chicago Whoa Sox (Contreras 6-6)
308 psi
Tampa Bay (Karina 6-3) al Pittsburgh
(Sne)l 3-7), 6.05 p m
Colorado (Jimenez 2-7) al Detroit
(Bonne 1-0). 6.05 p m
Cincinnati(Thompson 0-0) at Cleveland
(Sabath/I 5-81, 6 05 o m
Atlanta (-lumens 7-31 at Toronto
(McGowan 6-5). 6 07 p m.
Arizona (Change 6-6; at Florida
(Nolasco 7-41.6 10 p m
Baltimore iD Cabrera 5-3) at
Washington (00 Perez 2-5) 6 35 pm
Boston i'.Matsuzaka 8-1) at Houston
(Hernandez 0-0), 7 05 p m
Pholadeaphia (Myers 3-9) at Texas
(Gabbard 2-3). 7 05 p.m
N.Y Yankees (Ponson 4-1) at N Y Mots
(Martinez 2-1) 710 p m.. 2red game
Milwaukee (k4cCiung 5-31 at Minnesota
(Blackburn 6-4). 7:10 p.m
St. Louis (Pinson, 2-31 at Kansas City
(Meche 5-8), 7 10 p.m
Seattle (Washburn 2-7) at San Diego
(Wolf 5-6), 9:05 p m
San Francisco (Correia 1-5) at Oakland
(Eveland 5-5). 9 05 p m
L.4 Angels (Saunders 1 1 -3) at LA
Dodgers (Park 2-2). 9 40 p rn

High school athletes given
opportunity to exercise during
"dead period" at the Center
for Health & Wellness
Staff Report
The Center for Health &
Wellness is offering Murray and
Calloway County student-athletes the opportunity to work out
during the Kentucky High
School Athletic Association
KHSAA)"Dead Period".
Athletes may use the facility
from June 25 until July 9 for
$20. A waiver must be signed by
the parent and the student-athlete must be 14 years or older.
"This is an excellent opportu-

•Cardinals

nity for us to provide the youth
from our area schools the chance
to stay in shape and exercise
during the summer when they
are not allowed to practice with
their team," said Keena Miller,
Director of the Center for Health
and Wellness. "We hope each
athlete takes advantage of this
wonderful opportunity."
For more information on this
special offer, call the Center for
Health & Wellness at(270)7621348.

TODAY'S (INDE. SPONSORED BY

Lindy Suiter

From Page 1B
Todd Jones (3-0) pitched a
perfect ninth.
McClellan (0-3 allowed
three hits in an inning-plus.
starter Armando
Tigers
Galarraga allowed five runs and
eight hits in 4 2-3 innings and the
Cardinals' Kyle Lohse gave up
five runs and II hits in four
innings.
Aaron Miles' two-out RBI
single gave St. Louis a 7-6 lead
in the top of the eighth. but
Magglio Ordonez's two-out.
run-scoring single in the bottom
of the inning tied it for Detroit.
'That was a tough eighthinning lead to give up,"
Cardinals manager Tony La
Russa said.
The game was delayed by
rain for 2 hours, 25 minutes in
the top of the fifth inning and
didn't end until 12:51 a.m.
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TV, radio
BOXING
It p.m.
VERSUS -- Junior weitenveights.
Anthony Peterson (26-0-0) vs
Fernando Trejo 130-13-0) super wel.
terwerghts Vanes Martirosyan (13-0-0)
vs Angel Hernandez (28-6-0) at Las
Vegas
GOLF
2 p.m.
TGC - PGA Tour Buck Open test
round at Grand Blanc, Mich
5:30 p.m.
TGC - Nationwide Tour, Wayne
Gretzky Chanty Classic, first round at
Georgian Bay Ontario Canada (same
day tape)
NBA BASKETBALL
5:30 p.m.
ESPN
Draft at New York
SOCCER
p.m.
ESPN2 - MLS Dallas at Houston
WNBA BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN2 -- Indiana at New vork
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Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

nand

MVP
group INTaillislATiOreAl, INC
A local manufacturing lank .s looking for an indNidual to superviee
defy operation of a lab and its emptoyees Gandidat must be SUPER
organizeo. very protheakinel, able to process esesntial paperwork, atietty
to multi task and demand tenth.
2 years experience in laboratory or managerial setting Cortege degree
preferred
EXCELLENT BENEFIT PACKAGE:
- dental - Aaiun - supplemental Insurance
4 Paid holidays
•401K
•thication

Reduce Your Taxes
A

501C3

(',hristian

Ministries is

This is a full time pOSFOOri vett, a fast growing Lompany
Pietas send resume to:
MVP Group Pouring Facility
112 industrial Pk Dr
Mayfield KV 42084
tharinatucker0mvpgroupird.corn

looking for a tax deductible donation of
land or a building to expand it's
in the Murray Calloway Co.
area. Please contact Rev. Michael
Richardson at 270-293-5687.
Ministry

1111 Nolte
DAYLILIES are In
bloom! Clumps $5.00
& up. Pots $2.50 & up.
684 Ciossiand Rd.,
Murray. Wed-Sat 9:005:00 or by MN*.
270-227-0460.
NOW forming MOST
night 8 bail league Cali
759-9303 or inquire at
Breakhme Billards
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers itS
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility weatsoever for their
activities

NOW taking applications for all positions
and all *hats. Apply
In person at Sonic
Ortvieln, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.

Lab Manager

God Bless You All
Pat Member
Jeff, Darla E. Aaron
Steve & Sandy and Grandchildren
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Sun Saw
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$6.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Oven 20 words $50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $12 per word per day.
1$3.35 extra for 'smart Saver (Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)

• a

knd 1
10 innings

1) at Toronto

DEADLINES

$11.50 Coltuan Inch, blrl Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 31c1 Run
, All 3 Ads Must Run Wahm i Pi Period
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
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race Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
fay our office at 1001 Whitten Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. 'Fax: 753-1927

We would like to thank everyone
for the calls, cards, flowers and
se loss
en
prayers shown to us duriniathe
of our special man. Bill
Special thanks to Murray ER fk CCU
Dr.
endlessly
worked
who
Marquardt and Dr. Holman,
Chaplain Kerry Lambert for his comforting words and the ChurchillImes Funeral Home
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GREEN Acres is currently hiring tor the f04lowing position.
RN/LPN- Full time 2p10p.Off every other
weekend and one day
during the week.
Anyone interested in
becoming part of our
team may apply in
person at Green Acres
Health Care, 402 W.
Farthing St., Mayfield,
KY 42086

OFFICE MANAGER
and CLERICAL
Calloway County oicsiere
*surrey sae an opening ire

ac Oars Staragor and a
Casco ponies Oust rem
a GOOCI 101/1.10/ 41,0 0/1011
*oh anyortema The boa
et, you roll ow nay* len,
*web.:say and bananas

Please casi270)753-7485
or 1 -80D-474-4427

sat 142 or erne(
soranwyck Susses 00en

Steven G. Seoora,
CPA/CFP Firm seeks
CPA. Benefits include
4-day work week.
Email resume to
steve0sacora.com.
[

•FULL -TiPAE Sales
Representative
Needed. Seeking
viduel with outgoing
personality to generate
reeds, close sees, and
train on PowerClaim
software solutions.
Some travel required.
Base pay plus commission; benefits
include heelthilife/dental insurance, retirement. 18 paid days off
per year, and tuition
assistance. Minimum
1-us
required and sales
experience preferred.
Email resumes to candicelepowerctaim.earn

.111116.1

group SOITIMMATIONAL, I la r
Floor & Shift Suporyleors
local manufacturing facility is Goking tor rldtviiloale to work in the production department as floor supervisors and shift supervisors.
Candidate must possess assertiveness, initiative, and have ability to
multi task, pay special attention to details, and coordinate daily operations and actbilties within or balms's', departments muss enforce "slaty
and sanitation regulations.
A

2 years experience in supervisor field is a mum

Lsosaaottainelaseilaos;
•Nsaith - dental - vition - supplemental Maurine*
4 Paid holidays
•401K
*Vacation
This is a full time position with a fast growing company
Pleas, send resums to:
MVP Group Pouring Facility
112 Industrial Pk Dr
hileyllaki KY 42066
thennatucker Amvpgroupintcom
HOME HEALTH
REGISTERED NURSES

1505 Diueted Drive • Murray. KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apan meats
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

6
Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m..
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
1nt
Homes For Sale
GOT LAND? Own land
or have family lano
available, you can
quality tor $0 down
FREE
for
Call
APPROVAL
731-584-9429.

4Ble, $295 753-6012

Woad

seeking
Student
emioyment after factory lay-off Experience
,r,
research/writing
Knovilegeabie in comelectronics
puters
Quick learner Reliable
270-305-3785
IFTI713dIscora
IL
I
L
CLEANING houses 20
Mars experience
270- 753-9006.
HOME cleaning
services 227-7129

COME see us 2.
Shopping on line affiliate, choose from 1-800
Dell
FLOWERS,
Computers,
Ov•rstocked.com.
Wetmore affordable
mortgage and health
care Start a business
to
go
vereacornecus2.com

IT Senior Security
Analyst for the
University of
Tennessee Martin
Information Security
CARPENTER/ Handy
Office - Pay Grade
MOM COMPUTERS
Aurora 205-1783
41/42, DOE&O.
Service/Sales
needCARPENTERS
NOCCINCieS degree
eepaireeipgrades
ed. Call Jerry
required in Computer
759.3558
748-8732
Science, MIS,
Engineering, or a
PractIcel Dental
11111111LIO Sty
DISCLAIMER
related technical field [
Assisting
When accessing the
or equivalent workMedical Center
County
Henry
We are now accept"help wanted- section
A/MOUES. Call Larry
related experience.
P.O. Box 1030
ing registration for
753-1631
on our classifieds
The candidate must
3S242
TN
Paris,
which
cies*
the
webpage at
have experience in the
731-644 8472
BUYING
begins Sept. 6. 2006.
murrayledger coin.
following areas comYou will be trained on
Junk cars, trucks arid
coarea@hrnsc-tn.ors
u will be redirected
puter and network
11
for
tractors 436-5235,
Saturdays
to jobnetwork corn
security principles and
Equal Opporninay Employer
227-6004
weeks, Mowing you to
By default.
their imelementation.
keep your present reel
Murray and local job
CASH paid for
arewall installation and
on
white you gain skills for
listings will appear
good, used guns.
management praccareer.
website
this
a rewarding
Benson Sporting
tices, vulnerability
However. as a national
Most dental assistants
Goods, 519 S. 121h,
assessment and penewebsite, not all fisting,
weekhave evenings.
Murray.
trabon testing software
on the jobnetwork.com
ends, and holidays off.
Bntthaven of Benton is currently accepting applicaand techniques.
are placed through
become
to
like
For more Information
tions for qualified persons who would
Unixeenux and
the Murray Ledger
and registration forms,
a Certified Nursing Assistant. For a rewarding career
Windows operating
& Times Please call
visit
websita
Our
in the nursing profession apply tr person at
systems, understanO
us if you have any
www.bohledental.co
Brathaven of Benton 2607 Main Street Benton, KY
trig of networking techquestions mganiing
m or call our office
42025 E0E/AAE No phone calls please
nologies with an
the Murray area
Dr. Charles Boleti
emphasis in TCP/1P &
rob listings. Think you.
270-4420256
Internet prOtOCials.
Financing Available
The following expenDO you love working Enrollment is Limited!
mice is preferred:
with kid.?
Cisco 10/100/1000
Wee Care Enterprises THE Palace Bar in
switches, routers, and
Bntthsven of Rental is currently accepting appliesmay be just the place Le•derbottom KY is
firewalls, incident
noes lot LPN's We also offer an excellent benefit
for you! Full time and now offering livs enter125 Gallon fish aquariresponse fundamenpackage Must be licensed in the State of Kentucky
part time positions tainment Wed thru Sat
um $500.00, fish gravtals including forensic
night We are seeking
Apply in person at Brinhaven of Benton 2607 Main
available.
el, filters, everything
analysis, and working
dye bands/ singers to
Street Hwy 641 S Benton, KY 42025 EOE/AAE NO
API*/ at:
you need. 2 piece
as a team in building a
book for weekends. ,PHONE CAW PLEASE
Wee Care
large china cabinet
collaborative environopen mic night and
109S. 15th St.
w/glass doors
ment. All Security ceramateur contest Also
05(1
Murray, KY 42071
tifications considered a S300.00. Foe informseeking Karaoke coorWend
(270)753-5227
tin call 227-0999
plus Apply with cover
dinator and singers.
ENERGETIC and perletter, resume, arid
We offer a full bar and
1998 GO Stream Sun
Murray three references to
SUPPORT WEEKEND
sonable with computer
smokers are always
Voyager Motor Home.
Combination
Teacher
Paducah
Staff/Assistant
skills for real estate
The University of
welcome, Happy Hour
38.000 miles. new
after school program. Real Estate Licensing Tennessee
office - E mail resume
7-9. Dance floor open
tires, 12t1 Slide out
$44
DP,
class
United
$320
First
Benton
to
IT - Business Office
nightly. For information
2003 Maltu Car
Church. weekly through Nov
Methodist
ghunny2Ornsightbb co and booking call 270Kingston Pike Building
37.000 moles with ex
Starting August 4, 1st Murray Chamber 2309 Kingston Pike
on
227-9938
call-bar- low together
9-12.
inforCommerce.
270more
For
2008.
Room 132L
PECO Products needs
or seperate Calf 2709
8
7
JANITORiAUHOUSE0
3
2
2
rxintact
mation
Knoxville, TN 37996a FT inside sales rep to
753-8004 293-8004.
in
opening
yahoo.
0
KEEPER
delolseadams
207-527-3990
1712
call new/old accounts,
COM
STORE closing 6/28
Attn: Pat Mack
Qualified leads provid- Murray area. Benefits
401K.
medical,
include
TRANSITS,
MAJOR
All must got The
ed. salary..-commis& vacation pay.
MURRAY. KY. TAKING
Shoppe
Carousel
sion, email resume to. holiday
applications for 0111
Sirloin
Beh:nd
info0pecoproducts co Fax resume to
270-444-0389
dryers 270-761-3912
Stockade
ni
1 Hears County Hedscal Center is icekIng
Registered Nunes for our Home Health
Department
Must be a registered mane licensed in
re/10[11ES Home Health expenence
preferred Will train qualified candidatti
We offer excelleet benefits, a competitive
salary package. sip-on bonus & a coma
lalder program Interested candidates should send
resume or apply in person

2 crypts at Murray
Gardens.
Memorial
Companion
Deluxe
inside
Package
Chapel. Opening and
closing fee included
(479)244-5968.
GO-CART, 6 HP, runs
great. $550. 436-6074.
HAY square bale $4
Electric clothes dryer
$50. 753-0313
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see Our selection of HO televisions
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs Rear Promcboo
Toshiba,
also LG
Hitachi & Sony We
lave a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV Carts
Beasley Antenna &
Sateake. 759-0901

SONY Flat Parisi TV's
Ful tine of all .Son'/ flat
panel TV's. All the
newest makes and
including
models
Sony's Best XBR
series On display for
tree delivery & Set-up.
surround
custom
sound installation also
available. Guaranteed
lowest prices. locally
owned and operated
Come in See these
magnificent TV's ;n
action.
Murray
Telephone
Electronics, Inc., corner of 8th and Arcadia
12701753-7567

ary
TILT-SACK sla
table
massage
Excellent condition
$450.(270) 293-8276

DADDY'S
TOP SOIL

Seel the coonty nes
Call lariat' Tidwell

1 OR 2br apts. ries
Murray
downtown
starting at $200,m0
753-4109
2811 duplex, nice,
C/H/A. appliances furrushed Various locabone. Coleman RE
753-9896
28RiS 31314 apartments
available. Great location. 1 year ease. 1
month deposit, no
pets. 753-2905
3 & 4 BA townhouses
$630-900 per month
No pets. includes
washer/dryer,
oven/stove, dishwasher and refrigerator
C/Ii/A. Utilities not
included. Meadowlark
Townhouses
(270)348-0458
384B11, 28A available
now,
appliances
Coleman RE 753-9898
3 BR 1.5 BA duplex
C/H/A
appliances
Coleman RE 753-9e98
3811 house, C/H/A. 1.
2, & 3 BR Apt.
753-1252. 753.0606,
761-3694.
3 BR, 2 BA all appliances. Available now
Move in tree days
Coleman RE
753-9898
3 BA. 2 BA, appliances furnished, nice.
541 Bailey Rd

Cornerstone
Realty & Rental
Rental Property &
Property Management
Services available
CM 761-7355
was loorsornercON coo
Duplex's for wt. Al.
applisricss Included.
767-9945
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-6.48-6056
I

kens For Ilsea

I

L_

2 BR. stove, refrigerator, w/d
hook-up.
UNA,carport. storage
buildung $425 rno
deposit
$300
References, no pets
407 South 10111 7591987. 293-7710.
38R, IBA, all new
carpet,
appliances,
completely.
HVAC,
redone. Close to hospital. Absolutely no pets
S550/month. 405 S
11th St. 270-293-5573.
HAZEL 31311, C/H/A
$400 month, +deposit
A lease 492-8526
erne
ASF Warehousing
Near MSU 520-50
753-7668

753-9075
270 227-2193 S675+Depout
TWIN axel trailer, nice
shape, good tires
$575. Sandpiper sail
boat 80 sq' sari/ fun
boat $450, 1 or 2 person Mambo towable
float $50 753-6487
before 9:30pm.

270-841-1599
SMALL 1BR, nonsmoking apt water
paid, available now. no
pets. S260/mo.
753-5900

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753-7536.

•

Agra-LA 11.0
SE LIECT5ON
user) APPILIANt
WARD Strums

Find out what's
happening
this summer._
1

subscribe to the

.1

HI RR Ai

12701153 1713

LEDGEK&TIMES
r-

Need furniture'?'
new & used.
MAIN ST.
FURNISHINGS
1407 Main
761-7653

We sell

Musical
Wedding pianist
489-2869
Nali Norms FCC Slie

Horne Delivery
Local Mail
1
iai
3 se....-_-.336.00
3-Is.
----OSA
6.s.--555.90
ono.
VA 60
I yr.--VIZ Se
1 yr. -..-.-3119.910
Rest of KY/1N
(rewire Ilianassa

Call us we well be
glad to help Murray Ledger & Times .
270-753-1918

SebscriptisasIi

31101.........--.174.50 3•0.----VS MI
6656----$18.00 6 ma ---896.911
1 yr...--81211.1111 1 yr ._$l45JI
Check

Money Order

Visa

MX

Name

-- I

St Address
City

1999 Sunshine 16X80,
3 BR, 2 BA. vinyl siding, appliances, nice
489-2525

Al Other Moll

State

_
Zip

Pas-time Ph
Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 49071
Or call (270) 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS

4B • Thursday, June 26, 2008

ESTATE AUCTION

OPEN HOUSE

Saturday, June 28, 2008•10 a.m.

Oaks Country Club Rd.
Sun., June 29t1, • 2 - 4 p.m.

Round pedestal oak table & chairs lighted oral chusa cabinet wood kitchen cabinet ',Li &k:hair old lamp tables old pictures & frames - table lamps. kerosene
lamps coffee & end tables odd chairs - ladder back chairs .4 piece bedroom suite
iickl bed & sanity - 3 piece bedroom suite goose neck rocker - jewelry cabinet •
floor lamp knee hole desk high hack rocker old 6 leg lamp table - old dresser
with nice mirror wash stand base nice iron bed twin iron bed I may be brass) old ueadic sewing machine nice old camel back trunk with tray frost fret refrigerator washer & dryer nutrowase small kitchen appliances color is old
quilts & blankets sanity lamps hand painted lamp - walking sucks - electric. tans
- 35kifel camera vacuum cleaner - Ken Holland 1976 God Bless America lot cd
what not tents
mantel saves
costume jewelry
pots & pans
flatware
Corningware large lot ot very old glass & china some Blue Carnival glass green
glass pieces milk glass pieces - nice sponge pitcher lots or craft items - bookcase
rocky horse child's chair -doll bed - EP toys- Super A w/belly mower tH 4
row planter - bord hay conditioner - Model 72 AC combine - shop fan - 2 Beheel
dollies au compressor 3-4 row Cultivator -old corn sheikr wash kettles - plat
form wales -concrete mixer- woven & barb wire milk cans - T post sawmill lumber cm 2 wheel trailer - planed lumber on both soles gas tank
2 - 2 bedroom trailers
This will be an all day auction Mr Ward had a lot of cutouts for rafts
Ni* responsibk for a v 'Jena Lun, it available

Come take a look al this camourriesiened 4 bedroom. 2-1/2 bath home near ()aka Country Club
Kitchen has island/breakfast bar, abundant c ot cabinets and built in grill Spacious master suite with
pm ate bath complete with whirlpool tub and seise
rate shower Large 3-car garage and acre lot Rooted

by Angela Fry of Rental Real Estate Associates.
1270)227-21.14
Jeff SenitiL Broker/owner

ri

One line of household - One line far farm, uvprnent

MILLER 435-4144.DARRELL BEANE 435-4420
TERRY D PASCHALL 767-92.23
BROKER & AUCTIONEER)

Licensed & Bonded in KY & Tent, t281! Finn
Service DOecn Cost Peis

(ABSOLUTE AUCTION)
WINOS&IE Fe!EA L_

Located Along The New Four Lane Hwy 80
Wtth Frontage On Flood Road & Merit Road

3.3 Miles NW Ot'The Graves Calloway County Line
4.9 Miles Southeast Of kesylesid, KlifltdCity
In 3 Tracts And In Copthinations
Wintsaatt foratearstAtalIA'
Outstanding Locations
.111I Asa With 147' Of Four Lane Frontage
166' Of Flood Road Frontage Plus
391' Of Rear Access Road Frontage
1.34 Acres With 293' Of Four Lane Frontage
335' Of Flood Road Frontage
2.71 Acres With 433' Of Four Lane Frontage
392' Of Merit Road Frontage
Bay Om Tract dr Me Entire Property,'
24% Down,lakiiIIIUM Deposit Of MAIM
Per Trod, Balance In 30 Diwel
NC) BUYER'S
AM aa etxrcass WM Moo Meld
Ors TIN op
.
0
.-mmeme-ege
Teaasr
EvansIass
Jamey 1 Otte
7-A130 PAWL

JAMES B. CASH
4.:1..larthEE4
APICVRow f- rr7o 6'22-846.6
1144 '4,1'4444 41.44 144tte

L

Mama Nancy's
Yard Sale
for Adoption
385 Riverview
Blvd Partarome
Shore out 280
Fri 6-27 Set 6/28
8am-7
Furniture, rockers,
old stuff, used and
new stuff

814 COLDWATER
ROAD
AND
SATURDAY
7:00-2:00

..1860 St let 121S
Murray. KY 42071
, 270-153-5562.
, JAL RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
oilier nt ill S. & Glenda

HAI° $25 10xI.5 $40
12701436-2524

_i
yanSali

YARD SALE
108
Hickory Dr
Friday &
Saturday
Etam-2pm
Furniture, rugs.
lamps, home
decor. books, cd's,
kitchen ware, toys
& much more

TO HWY 1828
FRIDAY
AND
SATURDAY
7.00-4:00
Some clef
some new,

L

9For
M
I
7
,rTai
-

OFF ICE or retail space
available Pnme loca
lion. 753-2905, 2931480

SHOPS
40's48',
40'010% gas heat, insu-

lated„ 12 ft

walls.

Located 406 Sunbury
Crcle, Murray. Call
Carlos Black 270-436-

2935

DOG Obedience

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

good upright 1
large freezer, air condenser, golf
bags, 93 Dodge Van, Alischalmers
Tractor (b), lots of misc.

AND
SATURDAY
8:03-7
Like new pressure
washer, 42"
Craftsman riding
mower as is, 2 car
CB radios. several
baby items and
(.-jothing, lots of misc.

ISM
Homes Fix SAO
I

SALE
TAKE 641 NORTH
TO 464 TURN
RIGHT FOLLOW
SIGNS TO
DUNCAN TRAIL
THURS.-SUN
7:00-5:00

YARD SALE
503 BROAD ST.

8:00-1:00
Bedroom furniture
& bedding.
ANL

For sale: 3 BR, 1 BA
brick home. East side
of Murray.
270-227-2162.
FSBO: Corner Lot #27
(.47 acre) Saddle
Subdivision.,
Creek
Gibbs Store Rd.. &
Atkins Way, Murray.
$32,000 obo.
270-759-4209.

'THE YARD SALE
CORNER OF KIRKSEY RD.(HWY
299) AND POOR FARM RD.
SATURDAY

7:00-4:00
YARD SALE
150 TODD RD.
FRIDAY
AND
SATURDAY
Tools. craft items,
scrap book supplies
household (terns
electronics, musk-:al
instmments.
embroidany machine
& supplies Rain date
II 12 July

436-2858.

Sh111-1-Tal
puppies
AKC. shots. wormed.
$300-5350. 2 boys
ready now Boys & girls
available August 3rd.
Reserve your baby
now. (2701251-0310
evenings
Tn-colored beagle puppies for sale Some 12
weeks old. some 8
weeks old Mates and
females Good hunting
line Call 270-2936454 for more into,

knft- 1
38 Acres on Graves
Calloway line. 1,600
sq. ft, house, 2.400 sq.
ft, shop. $315,000.
(402)206-8004 or
(270)345-2265

2 refrigerators, very

SATURDAY
3 PARTY
YARD SALE
1500 SPRING
HILL CT.
SPRING CREEK
SUB DIV
FRI. & SAT
8:00-3:00
MO EARLY BIRDS
PLEASE.
Name brand clothing
sizes 4-12. household items, furniture.
bunk bed like new.

LAKE LOT SALE!
1+ AC • 829,900
FREE Boat Slips
Sat., July 12th
All new 1+ acre take
access parcel on
160,000 acre
Kentucky Lake. Save
$5000 GUARANTEED!
Pnme dockable
lakefront available.
Lowest financing in
25+ years. Be 1st to
see! Call now 1-800704-3154.
x. 1919

CHAPEL RD. 1 MILE BRAY LN. 1ST

1270) 293-6946
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
'Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
-Safe & clean
-We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

Property

94W L ON 783

HUGE MULTI
FAMILY YARD

YARD SALE
206 WOODLAINN
FRIDAY
AND
SATURDAY
7:30-1:00
Couch & chair,
vanity, antique
bedroom furrature,
clothes, coffee
table, and much
more.

Furniture, household items, tools &

other 'man stuff", clothes (all gender,
age & size), toys, books, movies,
albums, AND MORE!'
CARPORT YARD SALE
166 COUNTRYSIDE DR. 1ST
SUBDIVISION ON THE LEFT PAST
STAHLER WELDING ON 121 SOUTH.
FAIRVIEW ACRES, 5TH HOUSE ON
THE RIGHT.
FRIDAY
7:00-2:00
Anitques, furniture, lots of good household
and decorating items, glassware.
childrens toys & clothes (like new)
lots of goodies

FREE PALLETS

\ I
Iii\) IVA\ ,
I

8256. Murray.

NADEAU'S
Construction
-Flooring 'Decks

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007
..1--

.• .41 la..*:

USED TIRES

i%
GRAVEL

& SAND

We sell & deliver red gravel, pea
gravel, large wash rock, dirt and sanC.
Approx. 9 miles on 641 N of Murray
to Charley Miller Rd.. then take a right
on Hopkins Rd.

753-9899

*Vinyl siding •A/1
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed/Insured
nadeauconatructtin.net

Family owned & operated

EAST VALLEY
DIESEL REPAIR

FREE

24

II-4 ir, ll1 IR '•T CO VV. I NI ia

rim Apo..
•Ip.V.
rt-JM ow.

4nai

ittaital Vie
,/

• -.
4
,
•frE Candionrig Repair • Enke lisbildiv
• What Unkat• Rowe*Assiesnce

Saitritili

270-293-5624

THE LATEST MAY.WENT 1
24 HOUF SEPVICE1

BRANDON'S Outdoor
SEtrylCe

Awe Pets

AHART'S

Mowing, yard cleanup, shrubs, bush hogging, tilling, mulch,
grading.
C-(270)978-0543
after 6,00 (270)4365277

mourtc

BOO Chestnut St. • Nur ray, KY

270- 767 - 1 7 7 3
FUTRELL'S Tile
Service
Trimming, removal.
stump grinding, firewood. Insured 48928.39

101 S JOBS

t„ar-per S.Flozirt,

HUGE 3 HOUSE CARPORT SALE

FASCIA,
/

&Mrs
2002 Honda Shadow
750 A.C.E. deluxe.
black, many extras
$4,300
(270)820-

4 t44 •

Sea Cal

YARD SALE

I

I It NA hs
‘I I

Additions, Windows, Siding,
Painting, Flooring, Roofing,
Decks, Concrete
& Repairs

2171.7=7

much more

OMNI-ROLM

ALL Carpentry
Remodeling. additions.
Clucks, home & mobile
home repair, water &
termite damage, Me &
hardwood floors, 30
yrs exp. Larry Nimmo
753-2353 753-0353
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE
PARTS
i2701 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

REDUCED,

LAKE house. Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, waterfront lot, with trees,
storage shed, floating
boat dock. concrete
boat
ramp.
&248,500.00
Can
753-2905 or 293-8595

household rtems,

YARD SALE
2300 COLLEGE
FARM ROAD
SATURDAY
7:00-10:00
Infant furniture,
bedding, Little Tikes
furniture,
gins clothing infant
to size 14, swimsuits. shoes, treadmill, decoration
and household
items.

YAFID SALE
392 AIRPORT RD

NEWLY
completed
38R. 2 bath, hardwood
& ceramic tile flooring
Jacuzzi tub in master
bath. 2 car attached
garage $149.900 Cali
Bonnie at Cornerstone
Realty 8 rental LLC
761-SELL or 752-0729
PRICE Reduced 38R
28A. brick all new
inside, carpet, paint,
stove refngerator. LR,
sunroom, den, kilthen,
utility large, fenced
back yard, lust off
Glendale Rd on 9th St
753-4443, 753-8406

Cell 753-5606

Baby Items,

HOUSE.

-------„,/ 753.38113

For i,rtlier assistance st-h Fair
Housing Advertising requirements ontact NAA Counsel
Feni N mium. 1703)ii4S-100D.

FRIDAY

NEON BEACH

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

will knowingls accept ins
advertising for real estate which
is riot in violation of the la. AN
persons air hereby imorined
that .11 dweilings adiertbed art
wadable or Sr istLa1 iirstsorito
rid, isis,

YARD SALE

641 N TO 1346 E. 2 MILES BROOKS

*AN Sire tintts
1r
\Available
'Now Have
*co,auco ;,-,
Climes Control

1

IMyir,set.

"titatr Laws forbid dau-nminatx
AI He sale rental Of advertisinig
ot real est,* hased on las-tors In
addition to those protected
untler iesksral law

OITATIE

NO ININNININIVI NO RESERVATIONS!!
Titsair many Estonians.
July 110UIAlt 700 Pt-M.
Between Mayfield & Murray, KY

rilrat
l.9"1 f Rent* 1

Murray Loden C ilaves Fat,
Iloosing Act Notke
'cal estate adsertned herein
+ubirct io thir Federal Fair
I lousing Ail, which makes it
illegal Sr adverb,. anv preference. limitabon or discrimination based on rase, coke eli
pan.
handicap, tamilial ,Ma
tin or national origin. or mien
bon to make errs suds prefer
ewes. Mammon,or dr...mune
non

GARAGE SALE
510 BLAIR
FRIDAY
AND
SATURDAY
Antiques, lawn
mower, sewing
machine, school
desks. F3arbies,
toys, lamps, & lots
of glassware.

Terre will be 2 dyer eseetko tines startles at 18:90.

mitafo1iff4ITIft1ii.iviettletl'1

Calhoon Construction, LLC

011eeed

Home For im

746

At the home of the late Mr. Govie Ward
From Murray, KV take 94 West to 479 Howard Rood
Signs posted. follow to auction

DAN

Murray Ledger & Times;

2212 Brookhaven
Drive
4 BR, 2.5 BA, Bonus
Piccm, 2.500 sq. is
$229,000
Call 270-556-6154 or
270-559-0980
2BR house, 1307
Overby, will finance
(270)753-5731
(270)293-0663
3 BR, 2 BA. $54,500.
(270)240-4834
3/3R. 2BA. 2.500
sq ft.. fireplace, fenced
yd, barn, 3.2 acres.
2851 Kirksey rd.
(270)227-0479
A quaint 1450 sq. It.
home, 5 miles from
Murray. This house
sits on .5acre of land
to
very
close
Southwest Elementary
school. The house has
Iwo carpeted bedrooms, one bath, one
upstairs
large
roomfthird bedroom,
living area with a hardwood floor, carport and
access to a small outdoor storage building.
Brand new HVAC, hot
water heater, thermo
pane windows, septic
tank is two years old
City water and cable
are available. Priced
to sell. Call tor an
appt. 753-0387

Greg Taylor
Attorney at Law
Castrads,Dade
Thies, Maw
761-45511

I N1 \II 1)1 \II
1)1111 1ii 111 I '

is Is

.111 \ ITIOr /
I ,101

11()\11
New 2-4
Bedroom homes

Loading Dock of Murray Ledger & limes
First Come• First Serve

in RIverfleid
Estates.
Molt Jennings

Please No Phone Cells

293-7872

2006 Nissan Altima
2.5S, special edition.
dark blue, cloth intenor,
electric window and
door locks, automatic
in floor. 26K, one
owner. $15.000. 4366074.
05 Chyrsler 300C
loaded 41K, black.
$17,400.
270-853-6251
2001 Dodge Intrepid,
4-DR, SE, V-6
293-3515

Saisr
°1er
*days stow et on*
7 -Zaitc,_

•noddy & special picinen
•Woolly ownedMperated I

759-1151•23•27831
293.2784

'-W

$5,950

WATERS Edge RV
Park & Manna. Annual
RV sites on the lake
with YFI and cable.
Park model cottage on
the take for sale. 270436-5321
wwwwatersedgeky.co

753-80137

J.& M Lawn Service

7S3-1816 .• W-0611
227-8575
Dirt Cheap Lawn Care
Free est Mowing, gutter cleaning, bush trimming, and more.

OT/a OP
tallitlitAtia V
Cataaaumi GASPS,
Garage Deer Sendai &
Rasa
Ovals.Siguo
tialli
(270)

YEARRY'S

Free estimates. 9780207.

Tree

Free kittens, mixed
breed, 6 vies. old. 2931281
FREE to good home:
Male Border Collie/Lab
mix puppy. For information call 227-0999

Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

by lacisellie Mpg

ileMerePe

BIRTHDAY

for

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Try out situations and be
style
upbeat.
Your
more
changes. and you are able to
a
difference.
make
quite
Opportunities pop professionally
and/or through your leadership

TAURUS (April 20-Nlay 20)
*** Kick back. Your instincts
easily could go on overload.
Since 1986
Trust your judgment and who
24 noun sanwca
you are. If you are able to move
Res., Corn,, & Ind
in a new direction, do. Someone
Licensed & Insured
All Jobs - big or small knows how to light a fire under
you. Use this push to the max.
753-9562
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
436-2867 Lamb's
***** Zero in on what is
Professional Tree
important, more than what you
Service. Complete tree
want. Someone around you, a
removal, gutter
key partner, could be very hard
cleaning, hauling, etc.
on you. Listen to feedback from
Insured_
a more enlightened source.
436-5141 A-AFFORD- CANCER (June 21-July 22)
ABLE Hauling. Clean **** You certainly are the
out garages. gutters, envy of many! Few realize how
much responsibility you carry.
Junk & tree work.
Listen to your inner voice when
A to B Moving Local dealing with a boss. You need to
and long distance defer from now on. Maintain a
moves Cali Brian at high profile if possible.
270-705-4156
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** You could be stunned
%SP!' k I I
Itrci.. by what comes up. If you are
\
open to new types of thinking,
PaNinu
you can make a difference. Be
careful how you deal with someone who could be a bit more piv-7.9-0,
4)1
otal than you would like to

Hill Electric

9064220 266-2646

YARD mowing, trimming. weed eating.

111181
LT
Arttre
Friday. June 27, 2006:
You could find that you are
New 2007 Nissan 18hp being observed by highei-ups.
electnc mob'. 4 stroke
You might not be comfortable
759-1525. 753-0132,
with all the pressure and what is
293-6692.
happening. Stay cool and know
WATERS Edge RV
Park & Manna. New that in the long run a steady
covered boat dock. course is a wise one. Accept
12x28 slips. Yearly responsibilities, but say no if
you want to, or need to, before
rental. 270-436-5321
WWW.watersedgeky.co
adding any more must-do's. If
rn
you are single, your popularity
1988 Starcraft 88hp soars. If you are attached, your
motor, good condition
sweetie is unusually charming.
227-0304,
Enjoy. TAURUS helps you
achieve the results you want.

Mowing-, Mimi urine,
•'" landscaping, ts
Leal Lac Miming,
‘satisti.cliain guatantned

,
ii it NG
41.0citt Lk
-Dena IS REMOVAr_

Swaim • Strimemeir
Chkinell
.forsi 19.11112611:11
Free emeress

HAPPY

L&M
•
LAWN SERVIL I

.r sivtic

\-1 sq
3301 St, larb.121N.

(2716111/64411
Carripos

Kamm
Ramovaurvc
•vi,in SIDING
eit.00E-1.a3 •Pa ff.TING

113vaillial

99 Ford Ranger 4 d
supercab. V-6 auto
loaded. new tires. 82k
rni.
270-978-1548

2.:"..,1,44

sacritralsidge
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You might be hardpressed to work with a key associate. You might be more tired
than you realize. If someone
wants to dominate, let him. Your
imagination plays a large role in
your interactions. You could be
listening and imagining at the
same time
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Defer to others, and
you'll come out smiting. You find
that someone really can lighten
your mood and day. You could
wonder what is going on behind
the scenes. Think through a
decision with care. You could try
a different approach.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** You need to defer to
others, perhaps more than you
would like. Look at how good you
wit feel when your day is over.
Listen to someone you care
about deeply. He or she seems
to always have a positive suggestion!
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** You eagerly await the
end of the day. You also could•
overspend in anticipation of having a very special happening or
some fun get-together. Your sixth
sense kicks in with communication. You kind of know something
in advance.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You might want to try
something very different and
more upbeat. Others seek you
out for answers. Say yes to possibilities and no to troublesome
people. Be careful with money
commitments Listen to suggestions.
AOUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Your sixth sense keeps
Kicking in. You must be diplomatic, especially it you feel someone
says one thing hut means another Don't reflect this deception,
and make him or her accountable -- that is, if you value the
relationship. Tonight: Strut your
stuff.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Take a back seat. Know
that your time will come soon
enough. Take charge and clear
out any problems or errands.
Your finances could take some
dramatic swings
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isoklegBack
10 years ago
Mattel is dosing a plant in
Fort Wayne, Ind., and will transfer all of the plant's manufacturing responsibilities to the
plant location here in Murray.
Published is a picture of
Naomi Roper watering her lilies
at her home On Whitnell Avenue.
The photo was by Staff Photographer Bernard Kane.
Birth.; reported include a girl
to Cary Lane and Amy Lynn
Roberson, May 30.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Mike
Wyatt, welder, working on
amounting a bracket for the new
baseball scoreboard at -I), Holland Field by the Murray Middle School. The photo was by
Staff Photographer David 'hick.
Also published is a picture
of Donald Crawford. postmaster at Hazel, presenting John
Shendock, charter member of
Hazel Community Center. with
a United States flag to replace
the old one which had been at
the center since its was sponsored by the Hazel Woman's Club
in the building of the former
Hazel school.
30 years ago
Dr. L.J. Hortin of Murray
who taught Journalism at two universities for 46 years before his
retirement in 1974, will instruct
the Articles course again this
year during the Eighth Jesse
Stuart Creative Writing workshop
at Murray State University July
10-28.
Kristi Lynn Graham. 5-yearold daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry Graham of Alm. was
named second runner-up at the
National Little Miss Pageant at
Roanoke. Va.
Donna Humphrey, a music
major at Murray State University, presented a program at a
meeting of Alpha Department
of Murray Woman's Club.

40 years ago
Ptc Gary Wilkinson. son of
Mr. and Mrs. Ewing Wilkerson
of Rt. 6. Murray., has been reported killed in action in the Vietnam War. This is the first fatality of the war from Calloway
County. according to Mrs. Gussie
Adams, chief clerk of the local
board of the Selective Service.
David Keller. son of Mr. and
Mrs. Donald Keller of Murray,
received his Eagle Badge, highest honor in Boy Scouting, at
a court of honor held at First
Christian Church.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Frederick
William Schmidt. June 24.
SO years ago
James Martin Turner, 20, Rt.
I, Hardin, died from injuries
sustained in a car-truck accident on June 25 on Ky. Hwy.
80. Five other persons received
injuries.
Russell A. Hunt, Experimental Station. Lexington. and sometimes called "Mr. Tobacco- will
speak at a meeting of the Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Association on July 9 at the
Murray City Park, according to
Holmes Ellis, general manager
of the association.
60 years ago
The Murray High School
Marching Band will lead the
delegation from Murray and Calloway County at the parade,
sponsored by the Veterans of
Foreign Wars at Paducah being
held today. June 26.
Elected as officers of the
Penny Homemakers Club were
Mrs. Jack Norsworthy, president, Mrs. Jim Payne, vice president, and Mrs. Harbard Jenon,
secretary-treasurer.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Sutter
and daughter. June, and Betty
Ann Rogers have returned from
a visit with Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Gingles of Iowa City, Iowa.

Third husband is no charmer Parkinson's disease progresses
when he puts down his wife differently for different people
was
DEAR ABBY: I
divorced twice before I met
my present husband, 'Loa.'
We have been married seven
years. When were with his
extended family or new
acquaintances, Lou makes a
point in his
loud, animated way
letting
of
everyone
know that he
is my third
husband. It's
embarrassAnd
ing.
I
because
am at a loss
for words. I
By Abigail
usually stay
Van Buren
silent.
I have asked Lou in private why he offers that information when no one asks. I
think he's trying to make me
look bad. I told him maybe
he should have a "3" tattooed
on his forehead if he's that
proud.
If someone pays me a compliment in his presence. Lou
will say, She really has you
fooled!" But, Abby, Lou is the
one who has everyone fooled.
If his family knew the things
he has said and done over the
last seven years, they would
be shocked.
Early on, his first wife
stopped going anywhere with
him. I have reached the point
where I have begun trying to
avoid going out with him. How
should I respond -- if at all - when he tries to make me
look bad? Perhaps I should
just say, "Yes, you are No. 3.
But when you talk about me
like that, it makes me wish
you weren't.' -- OBJECT OF

Dear Abby

TolavInINststii
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. June 26,
the 178th day of 2008. There are
188 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 26. 1963, President
Kennedy visited West Berlin. where
he made his famous declaration:
"Ich bin em n Berliner" ii am a
Berliner i.
On this date:
In 1870, the first section of
the boardwalk in Atlantic City, N.J..
was opened to the public.
In 1945. the charter of the
United Nations was signed by 50
countries in San Francisco.
In 1948, the Berlin Airlift began
in earnest after the Soviet Union
cut off land and water routes to
the isolated western sector of
Berlin.
In 1950. President Truman
authorized the Air Force and Navy
to enter the Korean conflict.
ES aels13

In 1959, President Eisenhower
joined Britain's Queen Elizabeth
II in ceremonies officially opening the St. Lawrence Seaway_
In 1968, Chief U.S. Justice
Earl Warren announced he was
resigning.
In 1973. former White House
counsel John W. Dean told the
Senate Watergate Committee about
an "enemies list" kept by the
Nixon White House.
In 1977, 42 people were killed
when a fire sent toxic smoke pouring through the Maury County
Jail in Columbia, Tenn.
In 1988. three people were
killed when a new Airbus A-320
jetliner carrying more than 130 people crashed into a forest during
an air show demonstration flight
in Mulhouse, France.
In 1993, President Clinton
announced the U.S. had launched
missiles against Iraqi targets

because of "compelling evidence"
Iraq had plotted to assassinate former President Bush.
Ten years ago: The Supreme
Court issued a landmark sexual
harassment ruling, putting employers on notice that they can be
held responsible for supervisors'
misconduct even if they knew
nothing about it.
Five years ago: The Supreme
Court, in a 6-3 decision, struck
down state bans on gay sex. A
jury in Fort Worth, Texas, convicted former nurse's aide Chante
Mallard of murder for hitting a
homeless man with her car, driving home with his mangled body
jammed an the windshield and
leaving him to die in her garage_
(Mallard was later sentenced to
50 years in prison.) Strom Thurmond, the longest-serving senator
in U.S, history, died in Edgefield,
S.C., at age 100.
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DEAR ABBY: I am 38
years young and still single. I
enjoy my friends, my freedom
and rock concerts. My issue
is that at the last two concerts I went to. I heard men
-- or boys -- say, "Watch out.
Here come the cougars!' I
think this is insulting. Or is
it?
Can you define a 'cougar'?
I don't know whether I should
be insulted or take it as a
ST'ILL
-compliment.
ROCKIN' IN IRVINE
DEAR STILL ROCKINP:
A "cougar" is a woman who
likes to date -- and aggressively pursue -- much younger
men. Whether it's an insult,
an accurate description or a
compliment depends upon how
you wish to be perceived. But
from my perspective, the comments you heard were stereotypical and "catty,' to say the
least.
•••

tontractBridge

DEAR ABBY: I am a young
man who is having some trouble working for 'the man" -you know, the corporate culture. I have always worked
for large companies, but have
found that my current employer is not open to accepting
new ideas or suggestions.
I feel I'm hitting a brick
wall when I look at a problem and come up with a solution, but no one will take me
seriously because of my youth.
Any advice on how to deal
with this? -- EAGER IN CUMBERLAND, MD.

Accentuate the Positive
each suit. tic does not know where
the king of spades and queen of diamonds are located, but he is aware
that if East has either of these cards,
the contract can be made via a successful finesse in either suit
Bat there is no urgency about taking either finesse, so at trick three
South leads a loss club to the king.
When the; loses to the ace, declarer
obtains vital information not previously available. Last's possession of
the ace of clubs vastly increases the
chance that West — who opened the
bidding, - has both missing key
cants. The spade and diamond
finesses, if attempted, are therefore
very likely to lose.
East returas the queen of hearts
at :rick four and South ruffs. Acting
on the information he has gincd.
declarer cashes the ace of tnatips,
spurning the finesse. and continues
The finesse is an extremely valu- with the queen of dubs and a club
able tool, but its overall value is ruff. lie then plays a trump. :saddling
West with the lead.
greatly reduced if it is used to excess
West has no safe return. A heart
The aim of a finesse is to gain a trick
by neutralizing a high card held by lead yiekis a ruff-and-discard, while
the defenders, but it shoutd not be a diamond lead goes into ek-clarer's
employed when that trick can be A-1. so the contract is home
Note that if South attempts either
gained by a different approach that is
finesse, he goes down. The bidding
less hazardous.
Coasider the preseut case where and the early play tell him that a
West leads the K -A of hearts against finesse is the %smog weapon to use in
four spades. Declarer rutTs and this deal, and he adapts his, play
. •.
obsen es that he may lose a trick in accordingly....
Tomorrow: Test your play.

West dealer.
Last-West vulnerable
NORTH
•J 10 7 3 2
Vi 75
•K 6 4
•K 8
EAST
WEST
•6
•K 5
1PQ 98 4
OAK 1062
•10 8 2
•Q 9 3
65 2
*A10
4
7
CI
SOUTH
4AQ984
113
•AJ7 S
ihQ 9 3
The bidding:
South
West
North East
2O.
IV
2•
P3&i4•
Pass
3•
Pass
Opening lead— king of hearts.

DEAR EAGER: When
someone is hired by a company with a strong corporate
culture, that person is usually
expected to conform and not
shake up the status quo. I can
think of few things more
depressing than going every day
to a job where you do not
feel your input is valued. Feeling as you do, you might be
wise to explore opportunities
at another company -- or even
a field -- that is more youthoriented.
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24 "Balt -27 Patio view
28 Shift or cope
29 Big motorcycle
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Dr. Gott

son's If not he or she can order
testing and then provide you with
a new diagnosis Keep in mind.
that some Parkinson's sufferers
have only mild cases that may
take years to worsen, if at all.
'The other end of the spectrum is •
severe symptoms that may go2
from mild to severe and esentually lead to death in only a matter of months IA a few years.
To give you related information. I am sending you a copy ;
of my Health Report "Parkinson's,
Disease."
DEAR DR. G()TT: I'm writing regarding your past column
concerning the side effects of
Actonel l'sc taken Fostimax and
Boniva for osteoporosis and had
tenable reactions to both. The first
one put me in the hospital for
five days because I was having
the same symptoms as a heart
attack The Boniva that I was.
switched to gave me the Smite
reaction, Just not as bad. Still,. it
was enough to scare me My-diktat. said we would never try Mote
medications again.
DEAR READER: As I have
reported. Actonel is ordinarily ,a
beneficial drug. However, some
people suffer side effects. Most
are mild and do not justify discontinuing the drug, yet some are
extremely serious. Chest and back
pain. esophageal stricture. joint
pain, nausea, diarrhea, hack and
abdominal pain, hypertension, urinary-tract infections and more have
been reported. As I've said in the
past, all biphosphonates can cause
a,sis of the ow. destruc•
tion and death of bone tissue.
Any decision to begin a trial of
a drug should be discussed in
depth with your physiciar.

Crosswords
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I was
diagnosed as having Parkinson's
disease While I've apparently had
the condition for a long time, my
posture is the same as it has been
for many years In fact. everything is the same
DEAR
READER:
As I am sure
arc
you
aware,
Parkinson's
disease is a
progressive
neurological
disorder that
occurs when
nerve cells in
a pan of the
By
brain die or
Dr. Peter Gott become
impaired
Early symptoms are extremely subtle and vary. Some people
might have difficulty getting out
of a chair, handwriting might
appear cramped, the sense of smell
or memory might be affected, and
irritability and depression might
be observed. More obvious symptoms include tremor of the hand
or mouth, muscle ngidity, slowed
movement, gait abnormality and
urinary incontinence or constipation. Postural instability and other
features may come into play as
the disease progresses.
You don't indicate why your
doctor has diagnosed you with
Parkinson's, but you must be
exhibiting some symptoms for him
or her to have come to that conclusion. I suggest you make an
appointment with a neurologist to
discuss the matter. This type of
specialist can confirm your diagnosis if you truly have Parkin-

RIDICULE
DEAR OBJECT: If you
haven't already done it, tell
your husband pnvately that
you don't appreciate being
embarrassed in front of family and friends. Tell him that
you want it stopped immediately. Your husband appears to
be insecure and trying to make
himself look better at your
expense. If he persists, the
next time it happens, smile
sweetly and say, 'And I'd like
you all to meet my soon-tobe third EX-husband." (Come
to think about it. that might
not be a bad idea.)

•••
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27 'Westworld"
name
28 Cone bearer
29 Big bird
30 After taxes
31 Was much
taller
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rAHILY FEATURES

Celebrate with a fabulous party for family
and friends.
▪ Marinated butterflied kg of American lamb, grilled to perfection, feeds a crowd deliciously It's easy. Try MintRaspberry Marinade to complement lamb's rich flavor.
Combine 1/3 cup olive oil. 2 tablespoons raspberry vinegar,
1 tablespoon chopped fresh mint and I minced garlic clove.
•Sweet Northwest cherries, available June through August,
are nutrient dense and loaded with important antioxidants.
Choose firm, plump, shiny cherries and store in the refrigerator, ready for healthy snacking or to toss into a salad for
a flavor and nutrition boost Cherries can even be grilled
(see mcipe below)!
a A star-shaped pan and cookie cutters instantly say Fourth of
July. The pan does double duty for baking (or freezing
if it's ice cream) and serving. Cookies become "pop stars" when sticks are attached to the back. Use red, white and
blue sprinkles, sugars and picks to give desserts that starspangled sparkle.
For additional recipes and serving suggestions, visit:
www.americsailamb.com
www.nwcherries.corn
www.wilton.com
All-American Grilled Butterflied
Leg of American Lamb
Makes 10 to 12 servings
1 boneless batterflied kg of American Lamb.
well-trimmed (about 5 to 6 pounds)
Marinade:
1,1 cup frozen apple cider or apple juice concentrate,
thawed
11 cup Dijon mustard
3 tablespoons olive oil
2 tablespoons dry mustard
2 tablespoons chopped fresh rosemary.
1 tablespoon apple cider vinegar
4 cloves garlic, minced
Kosher rah and pepper
Combine all marinade ingredients adding salt and pepper
to taste.
Sprinkle both sides of lamb with additional salt and pepper.
Plage in glass dish or large resealable, food-safe plastic bag.
Spread marinade over top of lamb to coat. Cover dish with plastic wrap or seal bag and chill at least 2 hours or as long
as overnight.
Preheat grill to medium heat and spray grill rack with nonstick spray. Place lamb on grill; reserve marinade. Grill
approximately 15 minutes on each side brushing with marinade, until thermometer registers 135°F. Transfer lamb to
platter. Cover loosely with foil; let rest 10 minutes. Internal
tonsamistute of lamb alsosial sae another 10°F to reach 145°F
(SWUM rare). Carve Iamb thinly,
Note: To butterfly lamb, purchase boneless kg of American
Lamb, cut it open horizontally, unfold and spread out fiat;
it should resemble a butterfly Trim excess fat. Or, ask your
butcher to bone anti butterfly the Iamb leg.

Americas Lamb Gallas Guide---Star-Spangled
'Black Forest Ice .C.-ream Cake

4th of July Cherry, Cheese
& Greens Salad

Makes about 12 sers-og.s
2 packages(approximately 21 assess each)
family-size brownie mix, divided
Eggs, oil and water needed to ware
mixes
12 cups vanilla ice cream, divided
Patriotic Coifettl Sprinkles
Preheat oven to 350°F. Spray Star Pan with vegetable pan spray
In large bowl, prepare I brownie mix following
package instructions; pour into prepared pan. Bake
35 to 40 minutes or until toothpick inserted in miter
comes out with just a few crumbs attached. Cool in
pan on cooling grid 10 minutes. Rernove from pan
and cool completely.
Spread 6 cups ice cream evenly into star pan.
Return cooled brownie to pan; top with remaining
ice cream, spreading top smooth. Freeze until firm.
at least 4 hours.
Meanwhile, line 13x9-inch baking pan with parchment paper, extending 2 inches above edge
of pan; spray with vegetable pan spray. Prepare
remaining brownie mix following package instructions; pour into prepared pan. Bake 30 to 35 minutes
or until toothpick inserted in center comes out with
just a few criunbs attached_ Cool completely in pan.
Remove brownie from pan using parchment paper
to lift from the pan. Cut into star shapes using different sizes of star cutters.
-To serve, arrange and stack brownies on top of
'site- cretun, add confetti sprinkles. Serve with
Grilled Northwest Cherries.

Makes 4 sets lags
2 quarts mixed baby greens
2 cups pitted Northwest fresh sweet cherries
1 cup (4 ounces) small fresh mozzarella
cheese balls
Balsamic Vinegar Dressing (recipe below)
1/4 cup torn fresh mint leaves
Toss greens, cherries and cheese so distribute ingredients evenly. Add 1/4 cup Balsamic Vinegar Dressing and toss to coat. Top with mint.
Note: Recipe can be doubled.

Sizzling Grilled
Northwest Cherries
Makes 4 servings
4 cups Northwest fresh sweet cherries,
pitted if desired
3 tablespoons packed light brown sugar
2 teaspoons grated orange zest
2 tablespoons orange liqueur or orange
Juice
Place cherries on large square of heavy-duty aluminum foil. Sprinkle with brown sugar and orange
zest Add orange liqueur. Wrap cherries with double fold. Fold both ends to make tightly sealed
packet.
Place packet or, grill over medium heat Grill
10 to 12 minutes or until cherries are thoroughly
heated but still firm. Remove cherries from packet
and serve with Black Forest Ice Cream Cake.
Note: Recipe can be doubled.

Balsamic Vinegar Dressing
Makes about 1/2 cup
Combine 1/4 cup balsamic vinegar, 1 tablespoon fresh
lemon juice, 1 teaspoon Dijon mustard, 1/2 teaspoon
each salt and grated lemon peel, and 1/4 teaspoon
fresh ground pepper. Slowly whisk in 1/4 cup olive oil.

Patriotic Piz7si7z Cookie Pops
Makes about 3 dozen 3-inch cookies
2 3/4 cups all-purpose flour
2 teaspoons baking powder
1 teaspoon salt
1 cup 12 sticks) unsalted butter, softened
1 1/2 cups granulated sugar
I egg
1 112 teaspoons vanilla extract
1/2 teaspoon almond extract
White Candy Melts brand confectionery
coating, melted
Red and blue colored sugars. patriotic
nonpareils, patriotic sprinkles, flag icing
decorations
Cookie sticks
Preheat oven to 400°F.
In medium bowl, combine flour, baking powder
and salt. In large bowl, beat butter and sugar with
electric mixer until light and fluffy. Beat in egg and
extracts Add flour mixture to butter mixture 1 cup at
a time, mixing after each addition. Do not chill dough.
Divide dough into 2 balls. On a floured surface, roll
each ball into a circle approximately 12 inches in
diameter and 1/8 inch thick. Dip star cookie cutters
in flour befoee each use; cut a variety of star sizes.
Bake cookies on ungreased cookie sheet 6 to 7
minutes for small cookies. 8 to 10 minutes for larger
cookies, until cookies are lightly browned. Cool on
cookie sheet 2 minutes; remove to cooling grid and
cool completely
Decorate as desired by dipping cooled cookies into
melted candy or pipe melted candy along edges of
cookies; sprinkle immediately with colored sugars,
nonpareils or sprinkles. Attach icing decorations with
melted candy; let dry. Attach cookie sticks to backs
of cookies with melted candy; let dry.

) 4e to SO Wallace
Bottertbed Leg(4 to 7 pastels'
LOW Clops (1. tart *ha) 9 to 10 rntwetes
Cubes for Kabobs(44stels pierzec)1 toll talsaites
ft 12 mtitotes
Loeb fades(1.1 Web dtick)
_a !vbs.-m.7m leg, chops or kabobs. covered, in refrigexotor 2 hours iv 1o24 bows.
II Grill lamb about 4 niches above medium coals; turn occasionally.

Is Allow lamb to "rest" before servies so joie" can settle --- S minutes for chops; 10 to
15 minizses for larger, duckff outs. As iamb rest\ internal ter-4,erattuns rise 5° to 104f.
77,4 kabobs atm tut&—ae
cat least 145"V (medium rare)
Serve ice.chcps,
and imagers at 160°F(medium).For most accurate results, use a thermometer to check
temperature.
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